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Chapter 1IntroductionTo execute programs and speci�cations in declarative programming and speci�-cation languages means to evaluate functional and logical expressions by transfor-mation rules such as equations or clauses. The e�cient realization of the latter isthe central problem in the implementation of declarative languages. The presentthesis is concerned with the evaluation of functional expressions as they occurin functional and logic programming, algebraic speci�cation, theorem proving,and symbolic computation. An approach is proposed to represent expressionsby (hyper-)graphs and to evaluate these by transformation rules derived fromdirected equations. The emphasis is laid on the development of a correspond-ing theory which provides precise results about soundness, completeness, andoperational properties like termination and conuence.This introduction reviews some appearances of expression evaluation in com-puter science, motivates the use of graph rewriting, gives an overview over thecontents of the thesis, and outlines related work.1.1 Evaluation of Functional ExpressionsExpressions consisting of functions, constants, and variables occur in virtuallyall higher programming languages. In Pascal, for example, there are arithmeticexpressions like (x + 1)� (y mod 2)which may contain prede�ned functions (here +, �, and mod) as well as functionsprogrammed by the user. The evaluation costs at run time for such expressionscrucially depend on the quality of the assembly or machine code generated bythe compiler.For functional programming languages, such as Ml and Miranda,1 func-1Information on Ml and Miranda can be found, for example, in the textbooks of Paul-son [Pau91] and Holyer [Hol91]. 1



tional expressions are a central concept in that they constitute input and outputof program executions. Functional programs consist of function de�nitions inform of equations which may contain recursive function calls. The Fibonaccifunction, for instance, can be de�ned by the following three equations:�b(0) = 0�b(1) = 1�b(x + 2) = �b(x) + �b(x + 1)Execution of functional programs consists in evaluation of expressions by apply-ing function de�nitions until an expression is obtained that cannot be furthertransformed and which is the result of the computation. As an example, theexpression �b(3) may be evaluated by the steps shown in Figure 1.1.�b(3) ! �b(1) + �b(2)! 1 + �b(2)! 1 + �b(0) + �b(1)! 1 + 0 + �b(1)! 1 + �b(1)! 1 + 1! 2Figure 1.1: Evaluation of �b(3)An essential di�erence between procedural languages like Pascal and (pure)functional languages is that expression evaluation in the former may produce sidee�ects by altering the state of variables while in the latter there is no state. Theabsence of state eases the formal reasoning about programs since expressions canbe transformed by algebraic laws without to change their meaning. (See [Hug89]for a discussion on the virtues of functional languages.)A further �eld of computer science in which functional expressions play afundamental role is algebraic speci�cation (see [EM85, Wir90] for introductions).Similar to functional programs, equations are the key concept of algebraic spec-i�cations (in their basic form), with the di�erence that arbitrary expressionsmay occur not only on the right-hand sides but also on the left-hand sides ofequations. Such speci�cations are primarily intended to specify abstract datatypes by �xing classes of models, but can also be used operationally for at leasttwo purposes. Firstly, speci�cations may serve as (in general nondeterminis-tic) functional programs which are executed as described above (see for example[FGKM85, O'D85, GH86]). Secondly, logical consequences of a given speci�ca-tion in form of equations may, under certain conditions, be proved by evaluatingboth sides of equations to the same result (see [KB70, Hue80, Bac91]).2



The theoretical basis for expression evaluation in (�rst-order) functional pro-gramming and algebraic speci�cation is provided by the theory of term rewritingsystems. These are sets of directed equations which are applied to expressionsin only one direction (see Section 5.1 and the references given there). In thisthesis, term rewriting systems are the point of departure for expression evalua-tion by hypergraph rewriting: term rewrite rules are translated into hypergraphrewrite rules, and the computational model of term rewriting serves as a \refer-ence model" for comparing properties and results.1.2 Graphs vs. TreesA serious drawback of term rewriting is that its (one-to-one) implementationrequires the copying of subexpressions, causing sometimes a multiplication ofevaluation work in a single step. Consider, for instance, the de�nition of a function\double" by double(x) = x + xand an expression double(E) with E standing for an arbitrary subexpression.Applying the de�nition yields E + E, so that E has to be evaluated twice ifexpressions are represented as strings or trees (see Figure 1.2). In contrast, du-plication of work is avoided by using a graph representation with two pointers toa single occurrence of E (Figure 1.3). This simple example already reveals thedouble���LLLE ! +
���LLLE ���LLLE������ 777777

Figure 1.2: A tree rewrite stepdouble���LLLE ) +
���LLLE�( �)

Figure 1.3: A graph rewrite step3



essential advantage of graph rewriting: substructures need not be copied but canbe shared by introducing additional pointers.In the present thesis, a formal approach to the evaluation of functional ex-pressions by (hyper-)graph rewriting is developed. The formal treatment allowsto prove results about soundness, completeness, termination, conuence, etc. andto compare properties in a precise way with the corresponding properties of theconventional term rewriting approach.The approach presented here grew out of work reported in the papers [HKP88,HP88a, HP88b, HKP91, HP91, Plu91a, Plu91b, Plu93a, Plu93b], in which partsof the results of this thesis are published.1.3 Contents of the ThesisChapter 2 briey reviews notions and facts for abstract reduction systems. Theseprovide a general setting for studying properties common to rewriting systemsover arbitrary domains and thereby allow to separate general properties of binaryrelations from those inherent in particular models such as term or hypergraphrewriting.Chapter 3 introduces the \Berlin approach" to graph rewriting, adapted to thehypergraph case. The computational models \jungle evaluation" and \collapsedtree rewriting" developed in Chapters 5 and 6 are both based on the Berlinapproach.In Chapter 4, jungles are de�ned as special hypergraphs for representing (setsof) terms, and the relationship between jungles and terms is worked out. More-over, the concept of folding is introduced which allows to transform jungles suchthat the degree of sharing is enhanced.The realization of term evaluation by hypergraph rewriting is developed inChapter 5. It is shown that the resulting model of jungle evaluation is soundwith respect to term rewriting. Furthermore, the applicability of jungle evaluationrules is analyzed in order to clarify the relation between jungle and term normalforms. Next termination is considered and it turns out that jungle evaluation isterminating whenever term rewriting is, but not vice versa. To guarantee thatconuence carries over from term rewriting to jungle evaluation, the latter mustbe normalizing and one has to ignore garbage consisting of certain unreachablenodes and edges.Because of problems with conuence and completeness, jungle evaluation ismodi�ed in Chapter 6 by building in garbage collection. This is accomplished byremoving garbage after every evaluation step. The resulting model of collapsedtree rewriting is shown to be complete with respect to equational validity in thesame sense as term rewriting is. With respect to termination, collapsed treerewriting and jungle evaluation are equivalent. The class of rule systems that are4



conuent under collapsed tree rewriting turns out to be a proper subclass of thosesystems for which term rewriting is conuent. Nevertheless, collapsed tree rewrit-ing has unique normal forms if and only if term rewriting has. As a consequence,conuence of term rewriting carries over to collapsed tree rewriting wheneverthe latter is normalizing. Convergent|that is conuent and terminating|termrewriting systems are shown to form a proper subclass of those systems that areconvergent under collapsed tree rewriting.In Chapter 7, a criterion for local conuence is developed by considering \crit-ical overlaps" of left-hand sides of evaluation rules. One has to require that thejungles produced by critical pairs (overlapping evaluation steps) can be rewrit-ten to descendants that coincide up to certain garbage. The su�ciency of thiscondition is stated in the so-called Critical Pair Lemma. As a result, terminat-ing systems enjoy a characterization of conuence through critical pairs and adecision procedure for conuence.Two modularity results for collapsed tree rewriting are established in Chap-ter 8. It turns out that the combination of rule sets with disjoint function symbolspreserves termination, in contrast to the situation for term rewriting. In fact, thisstill holds when the involved systems have certain function symbols in common.The second result reveals that collapsed tree rewriting behaves modular withrespect to convergence, which again does not hold for term rewriting. Theseproperties give evidence that expression evaluation by collapsed tree rewritinghas advantages over term rewriting not only for e�ciency reasons but also withrespect to the incremental construction of terminating and convergent systems.Chapter 9 gives a r�esum�e of this thesis and outlines some topics for futureresearch.1.4 Related WorkWadsworth [Wad71] was the �rst who described expression evaluation by graphrewriting. He considered the implementation of �-reduction in the lambda calcu-lus. This problem was also addressed by Staples [Sta79, Sta83], Kathail [Kat90],Lamping [Lam90], and Gonthier, Abadi and L�evy [GAL92], who aimed at imple-menting optimal (i.e. shortest) reduction sequences.Closer to the subject of this thesis, Staples [Sta80a, Sta80b, Sta80c] developeda formalism for the manipulation of \expression graphs" which represent ordinary�rst-order terms. He could give an optimal evaluation strategy for a certain classof term rewriting systems with non-overlapping left-hand sides.Barendregt, van Eekelen, Glauert, Kennaway, Plasmeijer, and Sleep [BvEG+87]presented a translation of term rewriting systems into graph rewriting systems,leading to a computational model called term graph rewriting. They showed thesoundness of this model and that full substitution is a normalizing rewrite strat-5



egy for the case of left-linear, non-overlapping term rewriting systems. (Severalpapers on term graph rewriting and related approaches can be found in [SPvE93].)Yet another graph rewrite formalismwas devised by Farmer andWatro [FW90]to allow a very liberal kind of rewrite steps that are sound with respect to termrewriting (see also page 34).The evaluation of cyclic term graphs is investigated by Kennaway, Klop, Sleep,and de Vries [KKSdV93]. Their main result says that �nitary cyclic graph rewrit-ing is \adequate" for rational trans�nite term rewriting.Goguen, Kirchner, Meseguer, and Viry [GKM87, KV90, Vir92] proposed touse graph rewriting in the implementation of term rewriting on parallel machinearchitectures. They considered various practical and theoretical problems forrealizing non-sequential computations on term graphs.The approaches mentioned so far introduce notions of graph rewriting that aretailored to expression evaluation. Another line of research, beginning with Ehrigand Rosen [ER76], models expression evaluation within the Berlin approach togeneral graph rewriting. In [ER76] it was shown that expression evaluation bygraph rewriting yields unique results for a restricted class of function de�nitions.Padawitz [Pad82] provided expression graphs with a functional semantics basedon an interpretation of variable nodes in certain algebras. He presented a classof graph rewrite rules which are correct in the sense that they preserve the se-mantics, and exploited this result to prove the correctness of a graph based Lispinterpreter. Parisi-Presicce, Ehrig, and Montanari [PPEM87] extended the Berlinapproach by a concept of graph variables and simulated term rewrite steps withinthis setting. L�owe [L�ow90] used slightly modi�ed jungles together with generalgraph rewrite rules to construct algebras that implement algebraic speci�cations.For linear equations he gave a standard construction of a graph algebra that isinitial among all models of a speci�cation.Some other papers along the lines of the Berlin approach also used jungles torepresent terms or formulas. Corradini, Ehrig, L�owe, Montanari, Parisi-Presicce,and Rossi [CMR+91, CRPP91] modelled the execution of logic programs by jun-gle rewriting, using a translation of logical clauses into jungle rewrite rules. Theircentral idea is to de�ne rewrite steps directly in the category of jungles insteadof using the conventional category of hypergraphs. This allows to exploit a cor-respondence between the pushout construction for jungles and the uni�cation ofterms. Corradini and Rossi [CR93a, CR93b] extended this approach such thatterm rewriting systems can also be implemented.Ho�mann [Hof92] enriched the jungle evaluation approach of [HP91] by \me-moization"|an optimization technique developed for functional programminglanguages|in order to avoid the reevaluation of subexpressions in di�erent eval-uation steps. He showed the soundness of this extension for non-overlapping,non-looping term rewriting systems.Finally, it should be mentioned that graph rewriting (in this context usu-6



ally called graph reduction) has become a common implementation technique for(higher-order) functional programming languages. The basic idea, going back toTurner [Tur79], is to transform expressions of the lambda calculus into so-calledcombinator terms which are evaluated by graph rewriting. See [Pey87] for a text-book on this technique and the proceedings [FK87] for various practical aspectsof graph reduction.
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Chapter 2Abstract Reduction SystemsRewriting systems (also called reduction or replacement systems) are means tocompute by stepwise transformation of objects. These objects may be strings,terms, formulas, graphs or any other entities from a given domain. The presentthesis is concerned with rewriting systems over three di�erent domains, consist-ing of terms, \jungles", and \collapsed trees". Several concepts and propertiesof rewriting systems can be de�ned and studied independently from speci�c do-mains, in the setting of so-called abstract reduction systems. These are just setswith a binary relation which represents elementary transformation steps. Ab-stract reduction systems were studied the �rst time by Newman [New42] andsystematically applied in inuential papers of Rosen [Ros73] and Huet [Hue80]to separate abstract properties of relations from properties depending on thestructure of objects.In the following some basic notions and facts for abstract reduction sys-tems are collected. Further concepts and results can be found, for example,in [BO93, DJ90, Hue80, Jan88, Klo92]. The terminology used here is consistentwith Dershowitz's and Jouannaud's survey [DJ90].An abstract reduction system is a set A together with a binary relation! onA. For this chapter, let hA;!i be an arbitrary abstract reduction system. Givenelements a; b in A such that ha; bi 2 !, this is denoted by a! b.Various closure relations over ! are written as follows:�! reexive closure$ symmetric closure+! transitive closure�! transitive-reexive closure�$ symmetric-transitive-reexive closureThe inverse relation of ! is denoted by  . Two elements a; b in A witha $� b are convertible. Elements a; b have a common reduct if a !� c  � b for8



some c. An element a is a normal form if there is no b such that a! b. Elementa has a normal form if a!� b for some normal form b.The relation! is(1) terminating if there is no in�nite sequence a1 ! a2 ! a3 ! : : :,(2) normalizing if each element in A has a normal form,(3) Church-Rosser if for all a; b with a$� b there is some c such thata!� c � b (see Figure 2.1(a)),(4) conuent if for all a; b; c with b  � a !� c there is some d such thatb!� d � c (see Figure 2.1(b)),(5) locally conuent if for all a; b; c with b  a ! c there is some d such thatb!� d � c (see Figure 2.1(c)),(6) strongly conuent if for all a; b; c with b a! c there is some d such thatb!� d � c (see Figure 2.1(d)),(7) convergent if it is terminating and conuent.
a bc�oo //� ��> > > ��� ��� ab cd

� �������� �>>>>>>��� ��= = = ��� ���(a) Church-Rosser (b) conuentab cd
�������� >>>>>> ��� ��= = = ��� ���

ab cd
�������� >>>>>>��� ��= = = ��� ���(c) locally conuent (d) strongly conuentFigure 2.1: Conuence properties9



The following lemma lists some relations between properties of abstract re-duction systems. From statement (5) the main bene�t of conuent systems canbe concluded: two elements having normal forms are convertible if and only iftheir normal forms are identical (so, in particular, every element has at most onenormal form).Lemma 2.1 (1) Termination implies normalization.(2) The Church-Rosser property is equivalent to conuence.(3) Strong conuence implies conuence.(4) Conuence implies local conuence.(5) Conuence implies uniqueness of normal forms, that is, whenever a $� bfor normal forms a and b, then a = b.The implications (1) and (4) are obvious. Concerning (2), the Church-Rosserproperty clearly implies conuence while the converse is shown by induction onthe number of $-steps constituting an equivalence a $� b. Statement (3) isproved by two inductions, the �rst showing that if ! is strongly conuent, thenfor all a; b; c with b  a !� c there is some d such that b !� d  � c, whilethe second induction shows that the latter property implies conuence. Finally,proposition (5) is a simple consequence of (2).The converses of (1), (3), (4), and (5) do not hold. A well-known counterex-ample for the converse of (4) is the relation shown in Figure 2.2. However, thesituation changes in the presence of termination, as the following important resultshows.Lemma 2.2 (Newman's Lemma [New42])A terminating relation is conuent if and only if it is locally conuent.An elegant and simple proof of this lemma is given by Huet [Hue80]. Notethat termination cannot be relaxed to normalization, as is demonstrated by thenormalizing relation in Figure 2.2.a b c doo # "��! OO //Figure 2.2: Local conuence without conuence10



Chapter 3Hypergraph RewritingThe computational models \jungle evaluation" and \collapsed tree rewriting"introduced in subsequent chapters are both based on the Berlin approach tograph rewriting1. This chapter reviews fundamentals of the Berlin approach and,at the same time, generalizes it to hypergraph rewriting. Hypergraphs are moreappropriate for the evaluation of functional expressions since they allow a naturalrepresentation of expressions. This is because an n-place function symbol can berealized as a single hyperedge with one source node and n target nodes, while inthe graph case a node (or an edge) together with n additional edges has to beused.The lifting of graph rewriting to hypergraph rewriting is conceptually simplesince the essential concepts in the Berlin approach have abstract descriptionsby categorical notions (beside concrete set-theoretical descriptions). One justreplaces the underlying category of graphs and graph morphisms by a categoryof hypergraphs and hypergraph morphisms. This is in the spirit of [EHKPP91],where the Berlin approach is generalized to \high-level replacement systems" overarbitrary categories.2The only di�culty in passing from graphs to hypergraphs is to rede�ne andprove correct the construction of pushouts and pushout complements. Theseproofs are simple but tedious; they are deferred to Appendix B.For a comprehensive introduction to the Berlin approach to graph rewriting,which includes motivations and references to the original literature, the reader isreferred to Ehrig's survey [Ehr79]. Recent developments can be found in Habel'ssurvey [Hab92] and in the workshop proceedings [ENR83, ENRR87, EKR91].1More precisely, the so-called \double-pushout approach" is used. As an equally suitedalternative, the \single-pushout approach" recently developed by L�owe and Ehrig [LE91, L�ow93]could have been chosen.2The hypergraph category HYP-GRAPHS and the associated class of rule morphisms usedin [EHKPP91] are more restrictive than their counterparts here, as hypergraphs are untypedand morphisms in rules have to be injective. 11



3.1 Hypergraphs and Hypergraph MorphismsA signature � = h�V ; �E; Type�i consists of two sets �V , �E of labels anda mapping Type�: �E ! P(��V � ��V ). For � 2 �E, Type�(�) speci�es theadmissible pairs of label strings for source and target nodes of hyperedges labelledwith �. Let � be �xed for the rest of this chapter.A hypergraph over � is a system G = hV; E; l; m; s; ti consisting of� two �nite sets V and E of nodes (or vertices) and hyperedges (or edges),� two mappings l:V ! �V and m:E ! �E providing nodes and hyperedgeswith labels, and� two mappings s; t:E ! V � which assign strings s(e) and t(e) of sourcenodes and target nodes to each hyperedge e such that hl�(s(e)); l�(t(e))i 2Type�(m(e)).The above type concept generalizes the hypergraph de�nition of Habel [Hab89]in that it allows to \customize" the class of hypergraphs (beside the extensionthat nodes are labelled). Untyped hypergraphs can be obtained as a special caseby letting Type�(�) = ��V � ��V for each � 2 �E. Courcelle [Cou90] imposes atype structure on hypergraphs (without node labels) by requiring that the labelof a hyperedge uniquely determines the number of incident nodes. The presentde�nition is more general as it allows to \overload" hyperedge labels by assigningtypes with more than one element (although types are always singletons in thefollowing chapters, see Section 4.1).In pictures of hypergraphs, nodes are drawn as circles or ovals, and hyper-edges as boxes, in both cases with inscribed labels. Lines connect a hyperedgewith its source nodes, while arrows point to the target nodes. Lines and arrowsare numbered corresponding to the order of nodes in source and target strings.Figure 3.1 shows a hyperedge together with its source and target nodes, whereha1 : : : am; b1 : : : bni 2 Type�(�). ����a1 : : : ����am
����b1 : : : ����bn���/1 SSwn\\1 %%m

Figure 3.1: Hyperedge with source and target nodes12



The components of a hypergraph G are referred to as VG, EG, lG, mG, sG, andtG. A hyperedge e in G is incident to each node in sG(e) and tG(e). For a nodev in G, indegreeG(v) = Pe2EG occ (v; tG(e)), where occ(v; tG(e)) is the number ofoccurrences of v in tG(e). outdegreeG(v) is de�ned analogously.Let v; v0 2 VG. v is a predecessor of v0 if there is e 2 EG such that v 2 sG(e)and v0 2 tG(e). The relations>G and�G are the transitive respectively transitive-reexive closure of the predecessor relation. If v �G v0, then v0 is reachable fromv. G is acyclic if there is no v 2 VG with v >G v.LetH be a hypergraph with VG � VH , EG � EH . ThenG is a subhypergraph ofH, denoted by G � H, if lG, mG, sG, and tG are restrictions of the correspondingmappings of H. Given a subset V of VH , the subhypergraph U of H with VU = Vand EU = fe 2 EH j sH(e); tH(e) 2 V �g is said to be induced by V .A hypergraph morphism f from a hypergraph A to a hypergraph B is a pairof functions hfV :VA ! VB; fE:EA ! EBi, denoted by f :A! B, such thatlB � fV = lA, mB � fE = mA (preservation of labels) andsB � fE = f �V � sA, tB � fE = f �V � tA (preservation of source and target nodes).A and B are called the domain respectively codomain of f . f is injective (surjec-tive) if fV and fE are injective (surjective). f is an isomorphism if it is injectiveand surjective; in this case A and B are isomorphic, denoted by A �= B.For a subhypergraph U of A, fU denotes the subhypergraph of B with nodeset fV VU and edge set fEEU . Given a subhypergraph W of B with fU � W ,the restriction U ! W of f and the inclusions U ! A, W ! B have theobvious de�nitions. The composition g � f :A! C of two hypergraph morphismsf :A! B and g:B ! C is de�ned by g � f = hgV � fV ; gE � fEi.When nodes and edges of hypergraphs can be treated analogously, a notationwithout references to node and edge sets is used. For example, \for all x; y 2 G,f(x) = f(y) implies x = y" is an abbreviation for \for all x; y 2 VG, fV (x) = fV (y)implies x = y, and for all x; y 2 EG, fE(x) = fE(y) implies x = y".3.2 Hypergraph PushoutsThe basic idea of the Berlin approach is to describe the transformation of graphsby pushouts. The concept of a pushout, which originates from category theory,allows to describe the deletion, identi�cation, and insertion of nodes and edgeson an abstract level. In this section set-theoretical constructions of pushouts andpushout complements for hypergraphs are given. Together they constitute theconstruction of a hypergraph rewrite step (given in the next section).Let b:A ! B, c:A ! C be two hypergraph morphisms with a commondomain. Then a hypergraph D together with two hypergraph morphisms f :C !D, g:B ! D is a pushout of b and c if the following two conditions are satis�ed:13



Commutativity. g � b = f � c.Universal property. For all hypergraphs D0 and hypergraph morphisms f 0:C !D0, g0:B ! D0 with g0�b = f 0�c there exists a unique hypergraph morphismh:D! D0 such that h � f = f 0 and h � g = g0.The diagram in Figure 3.2 is also called a pushout when the above conditions aresatis�ed. It is shown below that D can be constructed from B by (1) identifyingA c���! Cb???y ???yfB ���!g DFigure 3.2: Pushout diagramall items the origins of which in A are identi�ed by c, and (2) adding all nodesand edges from C � cA. So, intuitively, D is the \gluing" of B and C in thecommon interface A.By replacing the notions \hypergraph" and \hypergraph morphism" in theabove de�nition by \set" respectively \function", one obtains the de�nition ofset pushouts. In the construction of hypergraph pushouts, set pushouts are con-structed separately for nodes and edges.The standard construction for the pushout of two functions b:A ! B andc:A ! C is to build the disjoint union B + C and then to form the quotient(B + C)=�, where � is the equivalence generated by fhb(a); c(a)i j a 2 Ag(see for example [RB88]). The following construction is more e�cient because itavoids the copying of the subset cA and its subsequent gluing with bA.Construction 3.1 (set pushout) Let b:A ! B and c:A ! C be functions.De�ne the relation � on B byx � y if x = y or there are x; y 2 A with b(x) = x, b(y) = y, and c(x) = c(y).Let � be the transitive closure of �. The relation � is an equivalence rela-tion because � is reexive and symmetric. Let B=� be the quotient of B and[ ]:B ! B=� be the associated natural function which sends each element to itsequivalence class. De�ne the set D byD = B=� + (C � cA)
14



and the functions g:B ! D and f :C ! D byg(x) = [x];f(x) = ( x if x 2 C � cA;[b(x)] if x = c(x) for some x 2 A:Lemma 3.2 With the notations of Construction 3.1, the diagram in Figure 3.2is a set pushout.Proof See Appendix B. �Construction 3.3 (hypergraph pushout) Let b:A ! B and c:A ! Cbe hypergraph morphisms. De�ne D = hVD; ED; lD; mD; sD; tDi as follows.VD = VB=�V + (VC � cV VA) together with fV :VC ! VD and gV :VB ! VD is theset pushout of bV and cV as constructed in 3.1, and ED = EB=�E+(EC � cEEA)together with fE:EC ! ED and gE:EB ! ED is the set pushout of bE and cE.The functions lD:VD ! �V , mD:ED ! �E, and sD; tD:ED ! V �D are de�ned bylD(v) = ( lC(v) if v 2 VC � cV VA;lB(v) if v = [v] 2 VB=�V ;mD(e) = ( mC(e) if e 2 EC � cEEA;mB(e) if e = [e] 2 EB=�E;sD(e) = ( f �V (sC(e)) if e 2 EC � cEEA;g�V (sB(e)) if e = [e] 2 EB=�E ;and analogously for tD. Moreover, let f = hfV ; fEi and g = hgV ; gEi.Lemma 3.4 With the notations of Construction 3.3, the diagram in Figure 3.2is a hypergraph pushout.Proof See Appendix B. �The above constructions show that both the identi�cation of items in a hy-pergraph B and the addition of items to B can be described by a pushout of twoappropriate hypergraph morphisms. The resulting hypergraph is unique up toisomorphism, as can be easily shown by the universal property of pushouts.The deletion of parts of a hypergraph can also be described by a pushout.Consider two hypergraph morphisms c:A ! C and f :C ! D. Then a hyper-graph B together with two hypergraph morphisms b:A ! B, g:B ! D is apushout complement of c and f , if D together with f and g is a pushout of b andc. B can be obtained from D by deleting certain nodes and edges, provided thereexists a pushout complement at all. 15



For simplicity, the construction of pushout complements in the next lemmarequires that one of the given hypergraph morphisms is an inclusion. This su�cesfor the kind of hypergraph rewrite steps that are used in the following chapters.Let g:L ! G be a hypergraph morphism and K be a subhypergraph of L.Then the gluing condition consists of the following two conditions:Contact condition. No edge in EG � EgL is incident to any node in VgL � VgK.Identi�cation condition. For all x; y 2 L, g(x) = g(y) implies x = y or x; y 2 K.Lemma 3.5 (pushout complement) Let g:L! G be a hypergraph morphismand K ! L be the inclusion of a subhypergraph K in L such that the gluingcondition is satis�ed. Then the diagramL  ��� Kg???y ???ydG  ��� Dis a hypergraph pushout, where D � G has node and edge sets G � (gL � gK),D! G is the associated inclusion, and d is the restriction of g.Proof See Appendix B. �It can be shown that the gluing condition is not only su�cient but also nec-essary for the existence of pushout complements. Moreover, the injectivity ofK ! L ensures that D is unique up to isomorphism. (See [Ros75b] for proofs inthe graph case.)The next two lemmas list some pushout properties that are used in the sequel.Lemma 3.6 (pushout properties) LetA c���! Cb???y ???yfB ���!g Dbe a hypergraph pushout. Then the following holds:(1) For every isomorphism i:D ! D0, D0 together with i � f and i � g is apushout of b and c.(2) For every pushout hD0; f 0:C ! D0; g0:B ! D0i of b and c, the unique hy-pergraph morphism i:D ! D0 satisfying i � f = f 0 and i � g = g0 is anisomorphism. 16



(3) gB [ fC = D and gB \ fC = gbA, for nodes and edges separately.(4) If b is injective (surjective), then so is f .Proof Properties (1) and (2) are directly shown by the commutativity anduniversal properties of pushouts. Properties (3) and (4) are easily checked forthe pushout construction 3.3 (using 3.1) and carry over to arbitrary hypergraphpushouts by (2). �Lemma 3.7 (composed pushouts) LetA B C[1] [2]D F G�� // //�� ��// //be a commutative diagram of hypergraph morphisms. Then the following holds:(1) If the squares [1] and [2] are pushouts, then so is the outer rectangle [1][[2].(2) If [1] [ [2] and [1] are pushouts, then so is [2].(3) If [1] [ [2] and [2] are pushouts and B ! C is injective, then [1] is apushout.Proof Properties (1) and (2) are standard facts in category theory (see forexample [AHS90]) which are straightforward shown by the de�nition of pushouts.A proof of (3) in the graph case|which holds also for hypergraphs|can be foundin [EK79]. �3.3 Hypergraph Rules and DerivationsA rule p = (L K ! R) consists of two hypergraph morphisms with a commondomain. L is the left-hand side, R the right-hand side, and K the interface of p.Let G, H be hypergraphs and p = (L K ! R) be a rule. G directly derivesH through p, denoted by G )p H, if there are two hypergraph pushouts of theform shown in Figure 3.3.If K ! L is injective, then G, p, and L! G determine D and H uniquely upto isomorphism. From now on it is assumed that K ! L is an inclusion, for everyrule (L K ! R). Accordingly, D is always assumed to be the subhypergraphof G constructed in Lemma 3.5. 17



L  ��� K ���! R???y ???y ???yG  ��� D ���! HFigure 3.3: Direct derivationUsing the constructions of the previous section, the application of a rule p =(L K ! R) to a hypergraph G amounts to the following steps:(1) Find a hypergraph morphism g:L! G.(2) Check the gluing condition.(3) Remove gL�gK from G, yielding a hypergraph D, a hypergraph morphismK ! D (which is the restriction of g), and the inclusion D ! G.(4) Construct the pushout of K ! D and K ! R, yielding a hypergraph Hand hypergraph morphisms R! H, D ! H.The notation G)p;g H is used when g:L! G shall be made explicit. Let Sbe a set of hypergraph rules. Let S be a set of hypergraph rules. Then G)S Hexpresses that there is some rule p in S such that G)p H. G)�S H means thatG )S H or G �= H. G derives H, denoted by G )�S H, if G �= H or there arehypergraphs G0; : : : ; Gn (n � 1) such that G = G0 )S G1 )S : : : )S Gn = H.The subscript S is sometimes omitted, provided the set of rules is irrelevantor clear from the context. The inverses of the above relations are denoted byreversing the respective double arrow.By Lemma 3.6(1), the above rewrite relations are \closed under isomorphism",that is, for arbitrary hypergraphs G;G0; H;H 0 it holds true thatG0 �= G) H �= H 0 implies G0 ) H 0;and analogously for the relations )� and )�. Thus ), )�, and )� can beconsidered as relations on isomorphism classes of hypergraphs. This is the generalview taken in this thesis, meaning that hypergraph rewriting over a given rule setS is identi�ed with the abstract reduction system hH;)Si in which H is the setof isomorphism classes of hypergraphs over �. Note that in this way)�S and)�Sbecome the reexive respectively transitive-reexive closure of )S , so that theconsiderations of the previous chapter apply. Nevertheless, in the following allde�nitions, constructions, and results are formulated for \concrete" hypergraphswhich should be considered as representatives of their isomorphism classes.18



Given a derivation G )� H and a node v in G, v is either removed or has aunique descendant in H. This is formalized by the following track function. Fora direct derivation G ) H, trackG)H :VG ! VH is the partial function de�nedby trackG)H(v) = ( cV (v) if v 2 D;unde�ned otherwisewhere c is the morphism D ! H in the double pushout in Figure 3.3. The trackfunction is extended on derivations as follows: if G )� H by an isomorphismi:G ! H, then trackG)�H = iV ; if G )� H by a sequence G0 ) : : : ) Gn ofdirect derivations, thentrackG)�H = trackGn�1)Gn � : : : � trackG0)G1:The subscript of a track function may be omitted if no ambiguity is possible.The following theorem is essential for the proof of some conuence results inChapter 7 and Section8.2. It was announced in [Ros75a] and proved for the graphcase by Ehrig, Kreowski, and Rosen [EK76, ER76].Theorem 3.8 Let H1 (p1;g1 G )p2;g2 H2 be direct derivations through rulespi = (Li  Ki ! Ri), for i = 1; 2. If g1L1 \ g2L2 = g1K1 \ g2K2, then there is ahypergraph M such that H1 )p2 M (p1 H2 and trackG)H1)M = trackG)H2)M .Proof With the following three remarks, the proof in [EK76] holds withoutchange because it relies on abstract pushout properties.1. Let G)pi;gi Hi have the following diagram, for i = 1; 2:Li  ��� Ki ���! Rigi???y ???y ???yG  ��� Di ���! HiThe assumption g1L1 \ g2L2 = g1K1 \ g2K2 implies g1L1 � D2 and g2L2 � D1.Hence g1 and g2 have restrictions g01:L1 ! D2 and g02:L2 ! D1, that is,L1 g1!G = L1 g01!D2 ! G and L2 g2!G = L2 g02!D1 ! G(where juxtaposition of arrows denotes composition). Therefore the two directderivations are parallel independent in the sense of [EK76].2. The proof refers to a generalization of a \division lemma" from a previouspaper of Ehrig and Kreowski. Instead, the \triple-pushout-lemma" in [EK79](Corollary 2.3) can be used, the proof of which holds also for the hypergraphcase.3. The additional property \trackG)H1)M = trackG)H2)M" is not stated in[EK79] but can be extracted from the proof. �19



Chapter 4Representing Terms by JunglesRepresenting functional expressions such that common subexpressions can beshared requires graph-like structures. Usually directed acyclic graphs (dags) arechosen for this purpose: nodes represent function symbols and edges point to ar-guments. Labelling nodes with function symbols, however, is problematic whengraphs shall be rewritten according to the Berlin approach. Consider a functionde�nition of the form f(: : :) = g(: : :). A corresponding graph rule (L K ! R)had to transform a node v labelled with f into a node labelled with g. BecauseK ! L and K ! R are label-preserving, v cannot just be relabelled. But remov-ing v does neither work, since then the rule were not applicable whenever v is thetarget of any edges. Ehrig and Rosen [ER76, ER80a] and later Padawitz [Pad82]overcame this problem by extending the Berlin approach such that graph mor-phisms need not be label-preserving. The drawbacks of this solution are that thetheory is burdened by additional technicalities and that results of the standardapproach have to be re-proved.To avoid these drawbacks, an alternative representation of functional expres-sions was proposed in [Plu86]1. The jungles introduced there contain functionsymbols as edge labels while argument and result sorts of function symbols be-come node labels. This representation was further improved in [HKP88, HP88a]by using hypergraphs instead of graphs. Then, after �nding the left-hand pat-tern f(: : :), the de�nition f(: : :) = g(: : :) is executed by removing a hyperedgelabelled with f and putting in a jungle representing g(: : :). The details of jungleevaluation are elaborated in Chapter 5.4.1 Jungles and Jungle MorphismsThe jungle de�nition given below is essentially equivalent to the one used in[HKP88, HP88a] and later jungle papers. There are two slight modi�cations.1A similar representation was also used by Ho�mann [Hof83].20



Firstly, the labelling condition for jungle edges is omitted. Instead, it is generallyassumed that signatures come as many-sorted declarations of function symbolsand variables. Secondly, variables are represented like constants instead of as(names of) nodes. This makes it unnecessary to require that derivations preservevariable nodes.General Assumption 4.1 From now on, for every signature � and each f in�E, Type�(f) is a singleton fhs; wig with jsj = 1. Moreover, it is assumed that�E includes a distinguished subset �X such that for each x in �X , Type�(x) hasthe form fhs; �ig. Also, for each s in �V , the set fx 2 �X j Type�(x) = fhs; �iggis assumed to be nonempty. In the following � denotes such a signature.The elements of �V , �E � �X , and �X are called sorts, function symbols, andvariables, respectively. For a function symbol f with Type�(f) = fhs; wig, thetype may be referred to by writing f :w! s. The string w contains the argumentsorts of f while s is the result sort. If w = �, then f is a constant and the typemay be indicated by f : s. This notation is also used for variables.De�nition 4.2 (jungle) A hypergraph G over � is a jungle if(1) outdegreeG(v) � 1 for each v 2 VG, and(2) G is acyclic.Nodes with outdegree 0 are called open nodes. Jungles without open nodes aresaid to be closed.Example 4.3 Suppose that � contains sorts \nat" and \queue", function sym-bols 0: natsucc: nat! natnil: queueadd: nat queue! queuerem: queue! queueget: queue! natand a variable x: queue. Then the hypergraph in Figure 4.1 is a (closed) jungle.In pictures of jungles, the unnumbered arrows leaving a hyperedge are implicitlyordered from left to right.The set of all jungles over � can be characterized by a hypergraph grammarthat generates every jungle from the empty jungle (which has empty node andedge sets). See [HKP91], where from this result a structural induction principleand an e�cient syntax analysis for jungles are derived. These topics are nottreated in this thesis. 21



queue queueadd addqueue nat queueadd get remnat queue queuesucc nil addnat queue0 x

� �� � � �� �� �� �2||zzzz 1>>>> �� � �� ������� DDDD""� �� � � �� � � �� �� �� ��� DDDDD!! � �� �>>>>�� � �� �}}zzzzz� �� �� �� � � �� �� �� ��� � �� � � �� �ttiiiiiiiiiiiiii ��� �� � � �� �� �� � � �� �Figure 4.1: A jungleSince jungles are acyclic, there are two induction principles for showing thatall nodes of a jungle G have a property P : Using top-down induction one shows(1) P holds for each node with indegree 0, and (2) for each edge e, if P holdsfor sG(e), then P holds for each v 2 tG(e). Alternatively, bottom-up inductionproceeds by showing (1) P holds for each node with outdegree 0, and (2) for eachedge e, if P holds for each v 2 tG(e), then P holds for sG(e). Both techniquesare frequently used in the sequel. They can be easily veri�ed by induction on thenumber of nodes in a jungle.The two conditions in De�nition 4.2 ensure that each node in a closed junglerepresents a unique functional expression. Let us �rst recall the de�nition ofmany-sorted terms. Consider a sort s in �V . A term of sort s is a string t 2��E such that either t 2 �E with t:� ! s, or t has the form f t1 : : : tn withf : s1 : : : sn ! s and ti is a term of sort si for i = 1; : : : ; n. Ts(�) denotes the setof all terms of sort s and T (�) = Ss2�V Ts(�) is the set of all terms over �. Fort; u 2 T (�), u is a subterm of t if u = t or t = f t1 : : : tn and u is a subterm ofsome ti, 1 � i � n. Note that the decomposition f t1 : : : tn of t is unique (see[Coh81] for a proof).Now, given a closed jungle and some node v in it, a term can be assigned to v ina straightforward way: starting with the edge outgoing from v one descends alongthe hyperedges and collects their labels, analogous to a preorder tree traversal.This procedure terminates because jungles are acyclic, and yields a unique termsince all nodes have outdegree one. 22



De�nition 4.4 (term representation) Let G be a closed jungle. Then thefunction termG:VG ! T (�) is de�ned bytermG(v) = mG(e) term�G(tG(e));where e is the unique edge with sG(e) = v. The set ftermG(v) j v 2 VGg of allterms represented by G is denoted by TERMG.The well-de�nedness of termG can be easily shown by bottom-up induction. Itshould be noticed that each node v is labelled with the sort of termG(v).As an example, the left one of the two topmost nodes in Figure 4.1 representsthe term add(get(add(0; x)); add(succ(0); nil)). To enhance readability, here andin later examples terms are written with parentheses and commas.The following two lemmas about the representation of terms are frequentlyused in the sequel. Both have simple proofs by bottom-up induction.Lemma 4.5 Let G be a closed jungle, v be a node in G, and t be a term. Then tis a subterm of termG(v) if and only if there is a node v0 such that termG(v0) = tand v �G v0.Hypergraph morphisms between jungles are henceforth called jungle mor-phisms. The next lemma shows that jungle morphisms are compatible with therepresentation of terms.Lemma 4.6 For every jungle morphism f :G! H between closed jungles,termH � fV = termG:While equations and term rewrite rules have \formal parameters" in formof variables, open nodes serve this purpose in hypergraph rules with jungles.In translating rewrite rules into jungle evaluation rules, variables have to beconverted into open nodes. This is simply achieved by cutting of �X -labellededges in closed jungles.De�nition 4.7 For a closed jungle G, G is the subjungle2 of G with node setVG and edge set fe 2 EG j mG(e) 62 �Xg.When term rewrite rules are applied to terms, variables are instantiated bymeans of substitutions. The corresponding concept for jungle evaluation is theinstantiation of open nodes by hypergraph morphisms. It turns out that junglemorphisms induce substitutions, provided that open nodes correspond uniquelyto variables. This can be enforced by using a special kind of jungles.2Subhypergraphs of jungles (which are again jungles) are called subjungles.23



De�nition 4.8 (variable-collapsed jungle) A closed jungle G is variable-collapsed if for all v; v0 2 VG, termG(v) = termG(v0) 2 �X implies v = v0.Recall that a substitution �: �X ! T (�) is a mapping that assigns to eachvariable a term of the same sort. The extension of � on terms is also denotedby �; it is the identity on constants and maps composite terms f t1 : : : tn tof �(t1) : : : �(tn).De�nition 4.9 (induced substitution) Let G be a variable-collapsed jungle,H be a closed jungle, and f :G ! H be a jungle morphism. Then the inducedsubstitution �f : �X ! T (�) is de�ned by�f (x) = ( termH(fV (sG(e))) if x = mG(e) for some e 2 EG,x otherwise.Note that �f is well-de�ned because fV is sort preserving.Lemma 4.10 With f and �f as in De�nition 4.9, the following diagram is com-mutative: VG fV���! VHtermG???y ???ytermHT (�) ���!�f T (�)Proof By bottom-up induction in G. Let e 2 EG such that �f (termG(v)) =termH(fV (v)) for each v 2 tG(e). If mG(e) 2 �X , then tG(e) = � and hence�f (termG(sG(e))) = �f (mG(e)) = termH(fV (sG(e))). If mG(e) 62 �X , then�f (termG(sG(e))) = �f (mG(e) term�G(tG(e)))= mG(e) ��f(term�G(tG(e)))= mG(e) term�H(f �V (tG(e))) ind. hypothesis= mH(fE(e)) term�H(tH(fE(e)))= termH(sH(fE(e)))= termH(fV (sG(e))): �Lemma 4.6 shows that jungle morphisms between closed jungles preserverepresented terms. So the existence of such a morphism f :G ! H impliesTERMG � TERMH . To see that the converse needs not hold, consider a functionsymbol +: nat nat! nat and the following jungles:24



G: nat+nat0
� �� �� �� ��� ��� �� �� �� � H: nat+nat nat0 0

� �� �� �� ������� 8888 ��� �� � � �� �� �� � � �� �There is no jungle morphism G! H although TERMG = TERMH . The reasonis that H is \less collapsed" than G. This suggests to consider jungles with amaximum degree of sharing, that is, jungles in which each two di�erent nodesrepresent di�erent terms.De�nition 4.11 (fully collapsed jungle) A closed jungle G is fully collapsedif termG is injective.In the next section it is shown that every closed jungle can be transformed intoa fully collapsed jungle representing the same terms.Lemma 4.12 (existence of jungle morphisms) Let G and H be closed jun-gles such that TERMG � TERMH. If H is fully collapsed, then there is a uniquejungle morphism f :G! H.Proof By assumption, for each v 2 VG there is v0 2 VH such that termH(v0) =termG(v). The node v0 is uniquely determined because H is fully collapsed. Thatis, there is a unique function fV :VG ! VH such thattermH � fV = termG: (4.1)Then lH � fV = lG follows from the fact that each node is labelled with the(unique) sort of its associated term.Now consider some e 2 EG. By (4.1), termH(fV (sG(e))) = termG(sG(e)) =mG(e) term�G(tG(e)) and hence there is a unique e0 2 EH with sH(e0) = fV (sG(e))and mH(e0) = mG(e). In other words, there is a unique function fE:EG ! EHsuch that sH � fE = f �V � sG (4.2)and mH � fE = mG. To complete the proof that hfV ; fEi is a jungle morphism,tH � fE = f �V � tG must be shown. This equality follows from the computationmH(fE(e)) term�H(tH(fE(e))) = termH(sH(fE(e)))= termH(f �V (sG(e))) (4:2)= termG(sG(e)) (4:1)= mG(e) term�G(tG(e))= mG(e) term�H(f �V (tG(e))) (4:1)25



by injectivity of termH . So f = hfV ; fEi is a jungle morphism. fV is uniquelydetermined since (4.1) is a necessary condition by Lemma 4.6. Then the morphismproperty (4.2) leaves only one choice for fE. �As a consequence of Lemma 4.12, fully collapsed jungles are determineduniquely up to isomorphism by the terms they represent.Theorem 4.13 (uniqueness of fully collapsed jungles) Two fully collapsedjungles G and H are isomorphic if and only if TERMG = TERMH.Proof Isomorphic closed jungles clearly represent the same sets of terms. Con-versely, assume that TERMG = TERMH . Then, by Lemma 4.12, there arejungle morphisms f :G ! H and g:H ! G such that termH � fV = termG andtermG � gV = termH . Hence termG � gV � fV = termG, which by injectivity oftermG implies gV � fV = idVG (where idVG is the identity on VG). AnalogouslyfV � gV = idVH is obtained, so fV and gV are bijections. Then fE and gE arealso injective. Surjectivity holds because fV and gV are surjective and preserverepresented terms. Thus f and g are isomorphisms. �4.2 FoldingFor every closed jungle G a fully collapsed jungle eG can be constructed suchthat TERMeG = TERMG (where TERMG can be used as node and edge set foreG, see [HP88b]). Hence, by Theorem 4.13, the set of all jungles that representthe same terms as G contains eG as a (up to isomorphism) unique representative.Moreover, it is clear that eG has the least number of nodes and edges among allthese jungles. Because of these properties, and not to forget Lemma 4.12, fullycollapsed jungles deserve special attention.This section is concerned with hypergraph rules that allow to transform jun-gles into their fully collapsed counterparts. In applying such a rule, two edgesthat have the same labels and target nodes are \folded", that is, identi�ed. Re-peated rule applications stepwise increase the degree of sharing and eventuallyyield a fully collapsed jungle.De�nition 4.14 (folding rules) The following rules constitute the set F offolding rules3.� For each constant and each variable c: s in �:a bs sc c��������� �� � � �� �  a bs sc��������� �� � ! a=bsc����� �� �3In pictures of hypergraph rules, letters a,b,c,: : : are used as node names to represent mor-phisms uniquely. Here \a=b" means that the nodes a and b are identi�ed.26



� For each function symbol f : s1 : : : sn ! s in �:a bs sf fs1...sn
���� ����� �� �n************ ��1;;;; �� � �� ������� ������������		��������  a bs sf s1...sn

���� ����� �� �n************ ��1;;;; ���������� ! a=bsf s1...sn
����� �� �n,,,,,,,,,,,, ��1????����������For every closed jungle G, a direct derivation G )F H is a folding step and aderivation G)�F H is a folding.It is important to notice that for every folding step G )p;g H, the morphismg does not identify the two edges in the left-hand side of p. This is preventedby the identi�cation condition for direct derivations, since only one of the edgesappears in the interface of p. As a consequence, G)p;g H decreases the numberof edges in G by one. So )F is a terminating relation.Example 4.15 Figure 4.2 shows a folding step with jungles over the signatureof Example 4.3. queueaddnat queueget remqueue queueadd addnat queue0 x
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Lemma 4.16 Let G be a closed jungle and G)F H be a folding step. Then(1) H is a closed jungle,(2) there is a surjective jungle morphism f :G! H with fV = trackG)H ,(3) termH � trackG)H = termG and TERMH = TERMG.Proof (1) Let G)F H be given by the following double pushout:L  ��� K ���! Rg???y ???y ???yG  ��� D ���!c HLet e1; e2 be the two edges in gL, with e2 2 gL� gK. According to the construc-tion of direct derivations in Section 3.3, D is obtained from G by removing e2.So D is a jungle with a unique open node o = sG(e2). Let v = sG(e1). Then H isobtained from D by identifying v and o. So each node in H has a unique outgo-ing edge. To see that H is acyclic, suppose the contrary. This is only possible ifcV (o) >H cV (o), since D is acyclic. Then v >D o must hold because o is an opennode. Hence v >G o. But the structure of L ensures that for each node x in G,v >G x implies o >G x. Thus in particular o >G o, contradicting the fact that Gis acyclic.(2) De�ne mappings fV :VG ! VH and fE:EG ! EH by fV = cV and fE(e) =if e = e2 then cE(e1) else cE(e). Then f = hfV ; fEi is a jungle morphism: e1 ande2 have the same label and the same target string, and their source nodes areidenti�ed by fV . f is surjective because K ! R and c are so.(3) By Lemma 4.6, termH �fV = termG for the morphism f de�ned above. Itfollows termH � trackG)H = termG since fV = cV = trackG)H . Then TERMH =TERMG by surjectivity of f . �By point (1) of the above lemma, folding steps preserve closed jungles. If notstated otherwise, )F is henceforth considered as a relation on (isomorphismclasses of) closed jungles. The next lemma shows that, as expected, the normalforms of )F are just the fully collapsed jungles.Lemma 4.17 (charaterization of fully collapsed jungles) A closed jungle isfully collapsed if and only if no folding rule is applicable to it.Proof Let G be a fully collapsed jungle and f :L ! G be a jungle morphism,where L is the left-hand side of some folding rule. Let v1; v2 be the source nodesof the two edges in L. By the structure of L, termG(fV (v1)) = termG((fV (v2))28



and hence fV (v1) = fV (v2). Then f identi�es also the two edges in L, but thisviolates the identi�cation condition. Therefore no folding rule is applicable to G.Conversely, let G be a closed jungle that is not fully collapsed. Then thereare two distinct nodes v1; v2 in G with termG(v1) = termG(v2). In particular,the pair hv1; v2i can be chosen such that it is minimal with respect to >G. Thatis, for each pair hv01; v02i of distinct nodes that represent the same term, v1 6>G v01and v2 6>G v02. Then the edges outgoing from v1 and v2 have the same label andthe same target string. Hence a folding rule can be applied. �Since )F is terminating, Lemma 4.17 implies that every closed jungle canbe transformed into a fully collapsed jungle by applying folding rules as long aspossible. This nondeterministic procedure yields a unique jungle, as the nextresult shows.Theorem 4.18 The relation )F is conuent.Proof Let H1 (�F G)�F H2 be foldings. Because )F is terminating, there arefoldings Hi )�F Xi (i = 1; 2) such that no folding rule is applicable to X1 and X2.By Lemma 4.17 and Lemma 4.16(3), X1 and X2 are fully collapsed and representTERMG. Hence X1 �= X2 by Theorem 4.13. �This theorem can be strengthened in that )F is even strongly conuent, see[HP88b], but the stronger property is not needed in the following chapters.
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Chapter 5Jungle EvaluationWith the preparation of the preceding chapter, hypergraph rewriting can nowbe applied to the evaluation of functional expressions. In this chapter functionde�nitions in form of term rewriting systems are translated into systems of junglerewrite rules. The idea is to apply these rules together with the folding rules ofSection 4.2 in order to evaluate the terms represented by jungles. The resultingcomputational model is called jungle evaluation. It is shown that jungle eval-uation is sound for function evaluation in the same sense as term rewriting is.But the sharing of common subterms makes the behaviour of jungle evaluationdi�erent from that of term rewriting. In particular, the two models di�er withrespect to termination and conuence.5.1 Equations and Term Rewrite RulesThis section reviews basic notions and a principal result concerning equations andterm rewrite rules. Comprehensive surveys on term rewriting systems are given byHuet and Oppen [HO80], Dershowitz and Jouannaud [DJ90], and Klop [Klo92].A �-algebra A consists of non-empty sets1 As for all sorts s in �, distinguishedelements cA 2 As for all constants c: s in �, and functions fA:As1�: : :�Asn ! Asfor all function symbols f : s1 : : : sn ! s (n � 1) in �.Given a �-algebra A, a valuation v: �X ! A assigns to each variable x: s anelement in As (so v is a \sort indexed" family of mappings). The extension of von terms is also denoted by v and maps constants c to cA and composite termsf t1 : : : tn to fA(v(t1); : : : ; v(tn)).An equation over � is a pair of terms l; r of the same sort, written l := r. l := ris valid in a �-algebra A, denoted by A j= l := r, if v(l) = v(r) for all valuations v.1Restricting to nonempty sets avoids problems with the soundness and completeness ofequational deduction; see [HO80] for the de�nition of \sensible" signatures which exclude thecritical cases of empty domains. 30



That is, the variables in l and r are considered as universally quanti�ed. Validityis extended to classes of algebras in the obvious way: C j= l := r holds for a classof algebras C if l := r is valid in each member of C. Given a set E of equations,an algebra A is a model of E, denoted by A j= E, if all equations in E are validin A. Mod (E) denotes the class of all models of E.Example 5.1 With � as in Example 4.3 and variables m; n: nat, q: queue onemay have the following equations:rem(nil) := nilrem(add(n; nil)) := nilrem(add(m; add(n; q))) := add(m; rem(add(n; q)))get(add(n; nil)) := nget(add(m; add(n; q))) := get(add(n; q))Then get(add(m; add(n; q))) := get(add(get(add(n; q)); nil)) is valid in all modelsof these equations.An equation l := r can also be used as a left-to-right rewrite rule; in this casethe notation l! r is used and two restrictions are imposed2:� Each variable that occurs in r occurs also in l.� l is not a variable.Given a set P of rewrite rules, R = h�; P i is a term rewriting system. From nowon R denotes an arbitrary term rewriting system, if not stated otherwise.Let � be extended by constants �s, for all sorts s. Then a context is a termcon with a unique occurrence of one of these constants. For a �-term t of sort s,con[t] is the term that is obtained by replacing �s in con by t.Now the rewrite relation !R on T (�) is de�ned by: t !R u if there is arule l ! r in R, a substitution �, and a context con such that t = con[�(l)]and u = con[�(r)]. R is said to be terminating, conuent, etc. if !R has therespective property (see Chapter 2).By considering R as a set of equations, Mod (R) provides R with a semanticsin the sense of logic. A fundamental property of term rewriting is that theequivalence generated by !R is sound and complete with respect to validity inMod (R):Theorem 5.2 For arbitrary terms t and u,Mod (R) j= t := u if and only if t �$R u:2The �rst condition ensures that rewrite rules can be applied with substitutions that arefound by pattern matching, and violation of the second condition causes non-termination. More-over, the translation of rewrite rules into jungle rules considered in the next section had to bemore complicated without these conditions. 31



This result follows from the well-known completeness theorem of Birkho� [Bir35]for equational deduction (see for example [SA91]).Assume, for instance, that R contains the �ve equations of Example 5.1,considered as left-to-right rewrite rules. Thenget(add(m; add(n; q))) &R get(add(n; q))%Rget(add(get(add(n; q)); nil))proves the validity of get(add(m; add(n; q))) := get(add(get(add(n; q)); nil)) inMod (R).5.2 Evaluation RulesThe goal of this section is to construct hypergraph rules such that jungle rewritingwith these rules performs function evaluation in a similar way as term rewritingdoes. This is achieved by translating term rewrite rules into jungle rewrite ruleswhich perform term rewrite steps on the terms represented by jungles. Then thesoundness of the translated rules for function evaluation is a consequence of thesoundness of term rewriting (in the sense of Theorem 5.2).In designing a jungle rule (L  K ! R) for a term rewrite rule l ! r oneencounters the problem that an instance �(l) of the left-hand side in a junglemay contain shared subterms; that is, nodes representing subterms of �(l) maybe target nodes of edges \outside" of �(l). As a consequence, (L K ! R) hasto preserve all proper subterms of �(l). This is realized by letting L represent land by choosing K as the subjungle of L that contains all nodes and edges exceptthe edge e labelled with the leftmost function symbol in l. Then R is obtainedby gluing K with a jungle R0 representing r such that the \root" of R0 is fusedwith the source node of e, and edges labelled with variables are fused with thecorresponding edges in K. Finally, all variable edges in L, K, and R are cut o�.The resulting rule (L K ! R) is schematically depicted in Figure 5.1 (wherel = f t1 : : : tn for a function symbol f and terms t1; : : : ; tn).The above considerations aim at making (L  K ! R) applicable to ajungle G whenever the underlying rewrite rule l ! r is applicable to a term inTERMG. This requires also to choose L as little collapsed as possible, in order toguarantee the existence of a jungle morphism L! G independently of the degreeof collapsing in G. (How far this can be realized is considered in the next section.)The special kind of jungles needed for the representation of l is introduced in thefollowing de�nition. 32
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Figure 5.1: Evaluation rule (schematic)De�nition 5.3 (tree with shared variables) A variable-collapsed jungle T isa tree with shared variables if there is a unique node rootT with indegree 0, andif each node with an indegree greater than 1 represents a variable.Given a term t, �t is a tree with shared variables such that term�t(root�t) = t.�t can always be constructed and is unique up to isomorphism, see [HKP91]3.De�nition 5.4 (evaluation rules) Given a term rewrite rule l! r, constructa hypergraph rule (L K ! R) as follows:(1) L = �l.(2) K is obtained from L by removing the unique edge outgoing from root�l,and K ! L is the inclusion of K in L.(3) R is obtained by gluing K and �r such that (i) root�l is identi�ed withroot�r, and (ii) for each pair he; e0i 2 E�l�E�r withm�l(e) = m�r(e0) 2 �X ,e is identi�ed with e0 (meaning that their source nodes are also identi�ed).To be more precise, let I be the subjungle of K consisting of root�l andall edges labelled with variables occurring in r (together with their sourcenodes). Let I ! K be the associated inclusion, and let I ! �r maproot�l to root�r and each edge to its unique counterpart. Then R and themorphism K ! R are obtained by the following hypergraph pushout:I ���! �r???y ???yK ���! R3Trees with shared variables are called \variable-collapsed trees" in [HKP91]. Here a di�erentnotion is used to avoid confusion with the \collapsed trees" introduced in Chapter 6.33



Now (L  K ! R) is the evaluation rule for l ! r, where the morphisms arethe restrictions of K ! L and K ! R.E is the set of all evaluation rules for rewrite rules in R. For every closedjungle G, a direct derivation G )E H is an evaluation step. If G )p;g H suchthat p is the evaluation rule for a rewrite rule l ! r, then the evaluation step issaid to be based on l! r.The above choice for the structure of the right-hand sideR is not the only possible;for example, R is fully collapsed in [HP88a]. The view taken here (and in [HP91])is that evaluation steps should introduce only as much sharing as necessary. Thendi�erent strategies for applying folding rules between evaluation steps can bechosen to control the degree of sharing.With a similar intention, Farmer and Watro [FW90, FW91] show the sound-ness of arbitrary \structure sharing schemes" for function evaluation. They allowevaluation steps that add arbitrary structure to a graph, if only the representedterms behave properly with respect to term rewriting. Such a general model ofcomputation, however, lacks the essential feature of (hyper-)graph rewriting thata single rewrite step requires only constant space.Example 5.5 Figure 5.2 shows the evaluation rules for the rewrite rulesx� (y + z) ! (x� y) + (x� z);x + 0 ! x;where � and + are binary function symbols and 0 is a constant4. Note that inthe second evaluation rule, the root of the left-hand side is identi�ed with theopen node that corresponds to the variable x. In Figure 5.3 an evaluation stepthrough the �rst rule is shown (with an occurrence of the left-hand side in whichthe nodes b and c are identi�ed).The following lemma implies that an evaluation step identi�es nodes in ajungle only if the right-hand side r of the underlying rewrite rule l ! r is avariable.Lemma 5.6 Given an evaluation rule (L  K b! R) for a rewrite rule l ! r,the following are equivalent:(1) r is not a variable.(2) b is injective.(3) b is not surjective.4Here and in all later examples, the symbols x,y,z stand for variables, all terms have thesame sort, and in�x notation is used when convenient. Moreover, jungle nodes are depicted asunlabelled circles. 34
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Proof (1)) (2): If r is not a variable, then the edge in �r outgoing from root�ris not labelled with a variable. So the morphism I ! �r in De�nition 5.4 isinjective, implying that K ! R and b are also injective.(2)) (3): If b is injective, then bV (root�l) is the source node of an edge that hasno preimage in K (since root�l is an open node in K).(3)) (1): If b is not surjective, then neither are K ! R and I ! �r. So �r isnot just a single edge with its source node, which would be the case if r were avariable. �Lemma 5.7 For every evaluation step G)E H, H is a closed jungle.Proof Let the evaluation step be given by the following double pushout:L  ��� K b���! Rg???y ???y ???yG  ��� D ���!c HD is a subjungle of G and has gV (root�l) as a unique open node (let l! r be therewrite rule underlying (L K ! R)). If bV (root�l) is an open node, then thereis x 2 VK with bV (x) = bV (root�l) and x 6= root�l (since l is not a variable); thengV (x) has an outgoing edge and so has cV (gV (x)) = cV (gV (root�l)). Also, thereis no open node in R � b(K). It follows that each node in H has an outgoingedge; there is exactly one such edge as bV (root�l) is the only node in b(K) thatmay have an outgoing edge in R� b(K) (and in this case b is injective).It remains to show that H is acyclic. To this end, suppose the contrary. Then,since D and R are acyclic, cV (gV (root�l)) >H cV (gV (root�l)) must hold. This isonly possible if there is an open node x in L such that gV (x) >D gV (root�l).But then gV (x) >G gV (root�l), which implies gV (x) >G gV (x) by the fact thatroot�l >L x. Hence there is a contradiction to the assumption that G is a jungle.�As in the case of folding steps, )E is from now on considered as a relation on(isomorphism classes of) closed jungles, if not stated otherwise.5.3 SoundnessThe main result of this section is the Soundness Theorem. It states precisely thee�ect of an evaluation step on the terms represented by a jungle, which amountsto a parallel application of a rewrite rule to certain equal subterms. So jungleevaluation is sound with respect to term rewriting and, as a consequence, withrespect to equational validity in the sense of Theorem 5.2. Moreover, this result36



explains why jungle evaluation can be more e�cient in time than (sequential)term rewriting.First of all, some notions are needed for relating positions in terms with nodesin jungles. Let t be a term. The set Pos (t) of positions in t is the subset of N�de�ned by(1) Pos (t) = f�g if t is a variable or a constant,(2) Pos (t) = f�g [ fi:� j 1 � i � n and � 2 Pos (ti)g if t is a composite termf t1 : : : tn.Here i:� denotes the left addition of i to the string �.Given � 2 Pos (t), the subterm t=� is de�ned byt=� = ( t if � = �,ti=� if � = i:� and t = f t1 : : : tn.Similar to the speci�cation of subterms by positions, jungle nodes determinesubjungles \below" these nodes.De�nition 5.8 (collapsed tree at a node) Given a closed jungle G and a nodev in G, the collapsed tree at v, denoted by G=v, is the subjungle of G induced byfv0 j v �G v0g.Each position in a term represented by a node v corresponds to a node in thecollapsed tree at v.De�nition 5.9 (from positions to nodes) Let G be a closed jungle. Thenfor each v 2 VG the mapping nodeG=v:Pos (termG(v)) ! VG=v is de�ned bynodeG=v(�) = v and nodeG=v(i:�) = nodeG=vi(�), where v1 : : : vn is the targetstring of the edge with source v.Lemma 5.10 Let G be a closed jungle. Then for each node v and each position� in termG(v), termG(v)=� = termG(nodeG=v(�)).Proof By bottom-up induction. Let v = sG(e) for some edge e such that theproposition holds for each node in tG(e). If � = �, then the proposition holdsobviously for v. If � = i:� for some i � 1 and � 2 Pos (termG(v)=i), thentG(e) = v1 : : : vn for some n � i. HencetermG(v)=i:� = termG(vi)=�= termG(nodeG=vi(�)) induction hypothesis= termG(nodeG=v(i:�)): �37



The following two properties of evaluation rules are needed to prove the Sound-ness Theorem.Lemma 5.11 Let (L K b! R) be an evaluation rule for a rewrite rule l! r.Then(1) termR(bV (root�l)) = r and(2) for each open node o in L, termR(bV (o)) = termL(o).Proof In the construction of R in De�nition 5.4, the morphisms K ! R and�r! R map root�l and root�r to the same node; hence, since �r! R preservesrepresented terms, root�l is mapped by K ! R to a node representing r. More-over, K ! R preserves variables (as every jungle morphism). Then (1) and (2)hold because bV is the node mapping of K ! R. �For stating the Soundness Theorem, a special kind of parallel term rewritingis introduced which replaces a set of equal subterms simultaneously.De�nition 5.12 (��) Let t be a term, l! r be a rule inR, � be a substitution,and � � Pos(t) such that t=� = �(l) for each � 2 �. Then t�� u for the termu that is obtained from t by replacing �(l) by �(r) at all positions in �.Note that for every step t�� u and every partition � = � [ � with � \ � = ;,there is a term t0 such that t�� t0 �� u.Example 5.13 Given a rewrite rule f(x)! a, theng(g(f(a); f(a)); g(f(b); f(a))) �� g(g(a; f(a)); g(f(b); a))with � = f1:1; 2:2g.Theorem 5.14 (Soundness Theorem) Let G )p;g H be an evaluation stepbased on a rewrite rule l! r. Then for each node v in G,termG(v) �� termH(track(v))through l! r and �g, where � = node�1G=v(gV (root�l)).Proof Let the evaluation step be given by the following double pushout:L  ��� K b���! Rg???y d???y h???yG  ��� D ���!c H38



The proposition is shown by a variant of bottom-up induction (which can beveri�ed by induction on the number of nodes in a jungle). Let v be a node in Gsuch that the proposition holds for each node v0 with v >G v0.Case 1: v = gV (root�l). Let o be an open node in L. Then v >G gV (o)because root�l >L o. So termG(gV (o)) �� termH(track(gV (o))) by inductionhypothesis, where � = ; since v is not in G=gV (o). That is, each open node o inL satis�es termG(gV (o)) = termH(track(gV (o))): (5.1)Now consider some variable x in r. x occurs also in l and hence there is a uniqueopen node ox in L such that termL(ox) = x. Then track(gV (ox)) = cV (dV (ox)) =hV (bV (ox)); with (5.1) follows termG(gV (ox)) = termH(hV (bV (ox))). As bV (ox)represents x (Lemma 5.11), the de�nition of induced substitutions in 4.9 gives�g(x) = �h(x) for each variable x in r. (5.2)Thus termG(gV (root�l)) = �g(termL(root�l)) Lemma 4.10= �g(l)�f�g �g(r)= �h(r) (5:2)= �h(termR(bV (root�l))) Lemma 5.11= termH(hV (bV (root�l))) Lemma 4.10= termH(cV (dV (root�l)))= termH(track(gV (root�l)));which establishes the desired rewrite step since nodeG=v maps only � to v.Case 2: v 6= gV (root�l). Then e 2 ED for the edge e with sG(e) = v. LettG(e) = v1 : : : vn (n � 0). By induction hypothesis,termG(vi)��i termH(track(vi))with �i = f� 2 Pos(termG(vi)) j nodeG=vi(�) = gV (root�l)g for i = 1; : : : ; n. Theposition set � does not contain � since nodeG=v(�) = v 6= gV (root�l). So � canbe written as follows:� = f� j nodeG=v(�) = gV (root�l)g= fi:� j 1 � i � n and nodeG=v(i:�) = gV (root�l)g= fi:� j 1 � i � n and nodeG=vi(�) = gV (root�l)g= Sni=1fi:� j � 2 �ig:
39



ThereforetermG(v) = mG(e) termG(v1) : : : termG(vn)�� mG(e) termH(track(v1)) : : : termH(track(vn))= mG(e) term�H(track�(tG(e)))= mH(cE(e)) term�H(c�V (tD(e)))= mH(cE(e)) term�H(tH(cE(e)))= termH(sH(cE(e)))= termH(cV (sD(e)))= termH(track(sG(e)))= termH(track(v)): �Example 5.15 The following evaluation step G )E H is based on the secondrewrite rule of Example 5.5:
�+0 0
����� �� ��� ������� �� ��� 111 ������ ����� �� � � �� � )E �0 0

����� �� ��� ����������� �� � � �� �
Here termG(v) = (0+0)� (0+0)�� 0� 0 = termH(track(v)) with � = f1; 2g,where v is the topmost node in G.For each rewrite step termG(v)�� termH(track(v)) induced by an evaluationstep G )E H, the number of parallel replacements turns out to be the numberof paths from v to gV (root�l) in G (using the notations of Theorem 5.14). Beforethis result can be stated, the notion of a path has to be de�ned.De�nition 5.16 (path) Given two nodes v and v0 in a jungle G, a pathfrom v to v0 is the empty sequence � if v = v0 or else a non-empty sequencehe1; i1i; : : : ; hen; ini such that e1; : : : ; en 2 EG, v = sG(e1), v0 = tG(en)jin, andtG(ej)jij = sG(ej+1) for j = 1; : : : ; n� 1.
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Lemma 5.17 For arbitrary nodes v and v0 in a closed jungle G, the number ofpaths from v to v0 is jnode�1G=v(v0)j.Proof By bottom-up induction on v. Let e be the edge with source v andassume that the proposition holds for each target node of e. If v = v0, then theproposition holds for v since nodeG=v maps only � to v0. Assume therefore v 6= v0,and let tG(e) = v1 : : : vn (n � 0) and � = node�1G=v(v0). Then � = fi:� j 1 � i �n and nodeG=vi(�) = v0g and hence j�j = Pni=1 jnode�1G=vi(v0)j. Thus, by inductionhypothesis, j�j is the sum of the numbers of paths from vi to v0, for 1 � i � n.Clearly, this is just the number of paths from v to v0. �Given terms t; u, write t!0R u if t = u; for n � 1, write t!nR u if there is t0such that t!R t0 !n�1R u (so !nR is the n-fold composition of !R).Corollary 5.18 Let G )p;g H be an evaluation step based on a rewrite rulel! r. Then for each node v in G,termG(v) n!R termH(track(v));where n is the number of paths from v to gV (root�l).Proof By combining the Soundness Theorem with Lemma 5.17 and the factthat for all terms t and u, t�� u implies t!j�jR u. �5.4 Applicability and Normal FormsThe results of the previous section show that every jungle evaluation step corre-sponds to a (parallel) application of the underlying term rewrite rule. In contrast,a rewrite rule l ! r may be applicable to a term represented by a jungle G al-though the evaluation rule for l ! r is not applicable to G. As an example,consider the rewrite rule eq(x; x)! true and the following jungles:
eq����� �� ��� ������ 6! eq0 0

����� �� ������� 0000 ������ ����� �� � � �� �
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The left jungle is the left-hand side of the evaluation rule for eq(x; x)! true, butthere is no morphism to the right jungle although the rewrite rule is applicable toeq(0; 0). Nevertheless, it is clear that the evaluation rule becomes applicable assoon as the two 0-edges have been folded. This example indicates that a properrealization of function evaluation requires the application of both evaluation andfolding rules.Before the applicability of evaluation rules can be characterized, the compat-ibility of jungle morphisms with the assignment of nodes to positions has to beshown.Lemma 5.19 Let G and H be closed jungles and g:G ! H be a jungle mor-phism. Then for each node v in G and each position � in termG(v),gV (nodeG=v(�)) = nodeH=gV (v)(�):Proof By bottom-up induction in G. Let v = sG(e) for some edge e such thatthe proposition holds for each node in tG(e). If � = �, then the propositionholds obviously for v. If � = i:� for some i � 1 and � 2 Pos (termG(v)=i), thentG(e) = v1 : : : vn for some n � i. HencegV (nodeG=v(i:�)) = gV (nodeG=vi(�))= nodeH=gV (vi)(�) induction hypothesis= nodeH=sH(gE(e))(i:�)= nodeH=gV (sG(e))(i:�)= nodeH=gV (v)(i:�): �The next lemma relates the di�erent kinds of matching required for junglesand terms.Lemma 5.20 (morphisms and substitutions) Let G be a closed jungle, v bea node in G, and l be a term. Then there is a jungle morphism g:�l ! G withgV (root�l) = v if and only if(1) there is a substitution � such that termG(v) = �(l), and(2) for all �; � 2 Pos(l) with l=� = l=� 2 �X, nodeG=v(�) = nodeG=v(�).Proof Let g:�l! G be a jungle morphism with gV (root�l) = v. By Lemma 4.10,termG(v) = termG(gV (root�l)) = �g(term�l(root�l)) = �g(l) for the substitution�g induced by g. To show that (2) is satis�ed, let �; � 2 Pos(l) with l=� = l=� 242



�X . Then node�l=root�l(�) and node�l=root�l(�) represent the same variable andhence are equal because �l is variable-collapsed. With Lemma 5.19 followsnodeG=v(�) = nodeG=gV (root�l)(�)= gV (node�l=root�l(�)= gV (node�l=root�l(�)= nodeG=gV (root�l)(�)= nodeG=v(�):Conversely, let (1) and (2) be satis�ed. Let v0 2 V�l and � 2 Pos (l) suchthat node�l=root�l(�) = v0. De�ne gV :V�l ! VG by setting gV (v0) = nodeG=v(�)(note that V�l = V�l). To see that gV is well-de�ned, consider any � 2 Pos (l) withnode�l=root�l(�) = v0. If indegree�l(v0) = 0, then � = � = �. If indegree�l(v0) = 1,then there is a unique path from root�l to v0 and � = � follows by Lemma 5.17.If indegree�l(v0) > 1, then v0 represents a variable so that l=� = l=� 2 �X ;then (2) yields nodeG=v(�) = nodeG=v(�). Thus gV is a mapping. Moreover,gV (root�l) = gV (node�l=root�l(�)) = nodeG=v(�) = v.By Lemma 5.10,termG(gV (v0)) = termG(nodeG=v(�))= termG(v)=�= �(l)=�= �(l=�)= �(term�l(root�l)=�)= �(term�l(node�l=root�l(�)))= �(term�l(v0))for each node v0 in �l and each � 2 Pos(�l) with node�l=root�l(�) = v0. Itfollows that gV is label preserving, and for each edge e in �l, gV (s�l(e)) has anoutgoing edge e0 with the same label. Hence the assignment e 7! e0 determinesa mapping gE:E�l ! EG that preserves sources and labels. It remains to showthat g�V (t�l(e)) = tG(e0). Let t�l(e) = v1 : : : vn and tG(e0) = v01 : : : v0n (n � 0). Thecase n = 0 is clear, so let n � 1 and consider some vk, 1 � k � n. Then there is� 2 Pos(l) such that node�l=root�l(�) = s�l(e) and node�l=root�l(�:k) = vk. FromnodeG=v(�) = gV (node�l=root�l(�))= gV (s�l(e))= sG(e0)follows nodeG=v(�:k) = v0k, so gV (vk) = gV (node�l=root�l(�:k)) = nodeG=v(�:k) =v0k. Thus g�V (t�l(e)) = tG(e0), and g = hgV ; gEi is a jungle morphism. �The application of an evaluation rule (L  K ! R) to a jungle G requiresa jungle morphism L ! G that satis�es the gluing condition (see Section 3.2).43



While Lemma 5.20 provides necessary and su�cient conditions for the existenceof a morphism L! G, the structure of L and K ensures that each such morphismsatis�es the gluing condition.Theorem 5.21 (applicability) Given a closed jungle G, there is an evaluationstep G)E H based on a rewrite rule l ! r if and only if there is a node v in Gsuch that(1) termG(v) = �(l) for some substitution �, and(2) for all �; � 2 Pos(l) with l=� = l=� 2 �X, nodeG=v(�) = nodeG=v(�).Proof Let p = (L  K ! R) be the evaluation rule for l ! r. If there is anevaluation step G )p;g H, then g is a jungle morphism from L = �l to G andhence v = gV (root�l) satis�es (1) and (2) by Lemma 5.20.Conversely, Lemma 5.20 shows that there is a morphism g:�l! G if there isv 2 VG such that (1) and (2) are satis�ed. So it remains to show that the gluingcondition is satis�ed. The contact condition holds because VL � VK is empty.The identi�cation condition holds also, since EL�EK = feg, where e is the edgeoutgoing from root�l, and e cannot be identi�ed by g with any other edge in �l.The latter follows from the fact that there is a path from root�l to each othernode v in �l and hence gV (root�l) >G gV (v); then gV (root�l) 6= gV (v) since G isacyclic. �Corollary 5.22 Given a closed jungle G, there are jungles eG and H such thatG )�F eG )E H if and only if a rewrite rule in R is applicable to a term inTERMG.Proof Assume that there is a derivation G )�F eG )E H. By Corollary 5.18,termeG(v) !R termH(track(v)) for the image v of the root in the left-hand sideof the applied evaluation rule. Since trackG)�F eG is surjective, there is v 2 VGwith trackG)�F eG(v) = v. Then termG(v) !R termH(track(v)) because foldingpreserves terms.Conversely, let a rewrite rule l ! r be applicable to termG(v), where v issome node in G. Then there is a substitution � such that �(l) is a subterm oftermG(v); so there is v0 2 VG with termG(v0) = �(l) (Lemma 4.5). Let G)�F eGbe a folding such that eG is fully collapsed. By Lemma 4.16, there is a junglemorphism f :G! eG such that termeG � fV = termG. Hence for all positions �; �
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in l with l=� = l=� 2 �X ,termeG(nodeeG=fV (v0)(�)) = termeG(fV (nodeG=v0(�))) Lemma 5.19= termG(nodeG=v0(�))= termG(v0)=� Lemma 5.10= �(l)=�= �(l)=�...= termeG(nodeeG=fV (v0)(�)):Thus, by injectivity of termeG, nodeeG=fV (v0) identi�es � and �. According to The-orem 5.21, this implies the existence of an evaluation step eG)E H. �The above proof uses a complete folding G )�F eG to make the evaluation rulefor l ! r applicable. But it is often possible to do with less folding steps sinceTheorem 5.21 requires only that all occurrences of a variable in l correspond tothe same node in G. In particular, G needs not be folded if l is a linear term,that is, if no variable occurs more than once in l.As a consequence of Corollary 5.22, jungles represent term normal forms whenneither evaluation nor folding rules can be applied.Corollary 5.23 (normal forms) A closed jungle G is a normal form with re-spect to )E[F if and only if G is fully collapsed and all terms in TERMG arenormal forms with respect to !R.Proof If G is a normal form with respect to )E[F , then G is fully collapsedby Lemma 4.17. Moreover, all terms in TERMG are normal forms as otherwiseCorollary 5.22 would yield the contradiction that G is not a normal form.Conversely, if G is fully collapsed, then no folding rule is applicable to G; andif all terms in TERMG are normal forms, the Soundness Theorem implies thatan evaluation step G)E H is impossible. �5.5 TerminationIn the light of the previous section, jungle evaluation has to comprise both eval-uation and folding steps (the Completeness Theorem 6.13 together with Exam-ple 6.14 gives further evidence for the need of folding). The order in which thetwo kinds of steps are applied during evaluation should a priori not be restricted.So the rest of this chapter deals with the union )E[F of both relations. Inother words, jungle evaluation is identi�ed with the abstract reduction systemhJ;)E[Fi, where J is the set of isomorphism classes of closed jungles over �.45



In this section jungle evaluation and term rewriting are compared with respectto their termination behaviour. Intuitively, termination of term rewriting shouldcarry over to jungle evaluation since evaluation steps induce rewrite steps onrepresented terms. The problem for deriving a corresponding result is that evalu-ation steps may produce \garbage" that gives rise to additional rule applications.As an example, consider the evaluation step
�+0 0
����� �� �


�� ������� �� ��� 444������ ����� �� � � �� � )E 0+0 0

����� �� ������ �� ��� 111������ ����� �� � � �� �which is based on the rewrite rule x� 0! 0. The subjungle representing 0+0 ispreserved, while this subterm is removed in the rewrite step (0+0)�0!R 0 takingplace at the topmost node v in the left jungle. The subjungle can be regarded asgarbage in the right jungle because it does not contribute to the representationof the term at track(v). Nevertheless, it gives rise to an evaluation step based onthe rewrite rule x + 0! x and to several folding steps.The key to the proof that termination of !R carries over to )E[F is themultiset ordering proposed by Dershowitz and Manna [DM79]. A (�nite) multisetover a set S is a functionM:S ! N withM(s) = 0 almost everywhere. Intuitively,M(s) is the number of occurrences of s in the multiset. Union and di�erence ofmultisets are de�ned by M [ N(s) = M(s) + N(s) and M � N(s) = max(M(s) �N(s); 0), for all multisets M;N and each s 2 S. Moreover, M � N if M(s) � N(s)for each s 2 S, and s 2 M means M(s) � 1.Let now� be a strict partial ordering on S, that is, an irreexive and transitivebinary relation. The ordering� on multisets over S is de�ned as follows: M� Nif there are multisets Rem;Add such that(1) ; 6= Rem � M,(2) N = (M� Rem) [ Add,(3) for each a 2 Add there is r 2 Rem with r � a.Theorem 5.24 ([DM79]) The relation � is terminating if and only if � is.Now the desired result can be proved by instantiating � with an appropriateordering on T (�) and by interpreting closed jungles as multisets of terms.46



Theorem 5.25 (termination) If !R is terminating, then so is )E[F .Proof Let !R be terminating. Extend !+R to a relation � by de�ningt � u if u is a subterm of some t0 with t!+R t0.By embedding !+R-steps into context, every sequence t1 � t2 � t3 : : : can belifted to a sequence bt1 !+R bt2 !+R bt3 : : : such that for i � 1, ti is a subterm of bti.It follows that � is transitive and terminating because !+R is. In particular, �is a strict ordering. Assign to every closed jungle G a multiset G on T (�) byG(t) = jfv 2 VG j termG(v) = tgj:Theorem 5.24 states that the multiset extension � of � is terminating. Thus,to show that)E[F is terminating it su�ces to show that for all closed jungles Gand H, G)E[F H implies G� H.If G)F H, then H = G� ftg, where t is the term represented by the two nodesin G that are identi�ed, and hence G� H. Assume therefore G)E H, based ona rewrite rule l! r. Let v be the image of root�l in G. Then H can be obtainedfrom G by removing all terms represented by nodes from which v is reachable, andby adding both the terms represented by the track-images of these nodes and theterms represented by the new nodes in H. More precisely, H = (G� Rem) [ Addwith multisets Rem and Add de�ned as follows:Rem(t) = jfv0 2 VG j v0 �G v and termG(v0) = tgjand Add = Old [ New withOld(t) = ( jfv0 2 VG j v0 >G v and termH(track(v0)) = tgj if r 2 �X ,jfv0 2 VG j v0 �G v and termH(track(v0)) = tgj otherwiseand New(t) = jfv0 2 VH j v0 62 track(VG) and termH(v0) = tgj:Rem is nonempty as it contains termG(v). Now consider some t 2 Add.Case 1: t 2 Old. Then there is v0 2 VG with v0 �G v and termH(track(v0)) = t.Corollary 5.18 shows that termG(v0)!+R t, so Rem 3 termG(v0) � t.Case 2: t 2 New. Then there is v0 2 VH � track(VG) with termH(v0) = t.The construction of evaluation rules (De�nition 5.4) implies track(v) >H v0, so tis a subterm of termH(track(v)). Moreover, Corollary 5.18 yields termG(v)!RtermH(track(v)). Hence Rem 3 termG(v) � t.Thus G� H, showing that )E[F is terminating. �47



The following example demonstrates that the converse of Theorem 5.25 doesnot hold, that is, there are non-terminating term rewriting systems that becometerminating under jungle evaluation.5Example 5.26 Suppose that R contains the following two rules ([Der87]):f(a; b; x) ! f(x; x; x)b ! aNon-termination of !R is witnessed by the in�nite sequencef(a; b; b) !R f(b; b; b) !R f(a; b; b) !R : : :But )E[F is terminating since every step G)E[F H satis�es �(G) > �(H) � 1,where for a jungle X, �(X) = nX + jm�1X (b)j + jEX j with nX being the numberof f-labelled edges the �rst two target nodes of which are distinct.As another example, let R be the systemf(x) ! g(x; x)a ! bg(a; b) ! f(a)which is non-terminating due to the sequencef(a) !R g(a; a) !R g(a; b) !R f(a) !R : : :To see that )E[F is terminating, observe that no evaluation or folding stepincreases the number of g-labelled edges with distinct target nodes. Thereforean in�nite sequence G1 )E[F G2 )E[F : : : had to contain a jungle Gk suchthat the number of these edges remains constant in all Gn with n � k. So thesequence Gk )E[F Gk+1 )E[F : : : could not contain evaluation steps with thethird rewrite rule. But an in�nite sequence without these steps is impossible(assign to a jungle X the sum jm�1X (f)j+ jm�1X (a)j+ jEX j which decreases in eachstep).The situation for normalization turns out to be opposite to the one for ter-mination: normalization of jungle evaluation carries over to term rewriting, butnot vice versa.Theorem 5.27 (normalization) If )E[F is normalizing, then so is !R.Proof Given an arbitrary term t, choose a closed jungle G such that termG(v) =t for some node v in G. If )E[F is normalizing, then there is a derivationG )�E[F H such that H is a normal form. Corollaries 5.18 and 5.23 imply thattermH(track(v)) is a normal form of t. �A counterexample that refutes the converse of Theorem 5.27 is given in the frame-work of collapsed tree rewriting, see Example 6.20.5Two further examples of this kind can be found in Chapter 8. In those examples, non-termination arises from the union of two terminating systems.48



5.6 ConuenceUnlike termination, conuence does not carry over from term rewriting to jun-gle evaluation. There are essentially two obstacles. Firstly, sharing commonsubexpressions prevents an independent evaluation of certain equal subterms.Secondly, jungle derivations may fail to be conuent on account of the garbageproduced by evaluation steps. The �rst e�ect turns out to be harmless as longas jungle evaluation is normalizing. The second phenomenon, however, cannotbe avoided without strong restrictions and hence suggests to abstract from thegarbage contained in jungles.Example 5.28 Let R contain the single rule a ! f(a) and suppose that �contains a binary function symbol g. Figure 5.4 shows two derivations outgoingfrom a jungle representing g(a; a) such that the resulting jungles cannot derive acommon jungle. So )E[F is non-conuent although !R is clearly conuent.gfa
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////������� �� �������� �� �Figure 5.4: Non-conuence caused by sharingIn this example the sharing responsible for non-conuence is created by foldingsteps, but in Chapter 6 it is demonstrated that such a sharing can also resultfrom evaluation steps alone (see Example 6.20). The next example addresses thefailure of conuence due to garbage.Example 5.29 The term rewriting systema ! ba ! f(c)f(c) ! bis easily shown to be conuent. But Figure 5.5 demonstrates that the junglerepresenting the term a derives two normal forms that are non-isomorphic becauseof the garbage produced by the evaluation step based on f(c)! b.49



b����� �� � (E a����� �� � )E fc
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����� �� ������ �� �Figure 5.5: Non-conuence caused by garbageTo make precise what is meant by \garbage", jungle nodes without ingoingedges are distinguished from other nodes.De�nition 5.30 (roots) The set of roots in a jungle G is given by ROOTG =fv 2 VG j indegreeG(v) = 0g.Now consider a jungle derivation G )�E[F H. Assuming that one is interestedto evaluate the terms in termG(ROOTG), all nodes in G are relevant in thesense that they contribute to the representation of these terms. To read o�evaluated terms in H, all those nodes are relevant that are reachable from somenode in track(ROOTG). All other nodes together with their outgoing edges canbe considered as garbage with respect to the given derivation. The followingde�nition modi�es the conuence property by disregarding garbage.De�nition 5.31 (conuence up to garbage) The relation)E[F is conuentup to garbage if for all closed jungles G, H1, and H2 with H1 (�E[F G)�E[F H2there are jungles X1 and X2 such that for i = 1; 2, Hi )�E[F Xi and X�1 �= X�2 ,where X�i is the subjungle of Xi induced byfv j trackG)�Hi)�Xi(v) �Xi v for some v 2 ROOTGg:Theorem 5.32 (conuence) If !R is conuent and )E[F normalizing, then)E[F is conuent up to garbage.Proof Consider two jungle derivations H1 (�E[F G )�E[F H2. If )E[F isnormalizing, then there is a derivationHi )�E[F Xi such thatXi is a normal form,for i = 1; 2. Let X�1 ; X�2 be de�ned as in De�nition 5.31. The plan is to showTERMX�1 = TERMX�2 . Let v be a node in X�1 . Then there are v 2 ROOTG andv1 2 X1 such that trackG)�H1)�X1(v) = v1 �X1 v. Let v2 = trackG)�H2)�X2(v).By Corollaries 5.18 and 5.23, termX1(v1) and termX2(v2) are normal forms oftermG(v). So conuence of!R implies termX1(v1) = termX2(v2). It follows thattermX1(v) is a subterm of termX2(v2), and hence there is a node v0 in X2 suchthat v2 �X2 v0 and termX2(v0) = termX1(v). Thus TERMX�1 � TERMX�2 . Theconverse is shown analogously. Now Theorem 4.13 yields X�1 �= X�2 , as X�1 andX�2 are fully collapsed by Lemma 4.17. �50



Example 5.33 Consider again the rewriting systemf(x) ! g(x; x)a ! bg(a; b) ! f(a)for which )E[F is shown to be terminating in Example 5.26. By structuralinduction for terms it can be shown that every term has a unique normal form,implying that!R is conuent. With Theorem 5.32 follows that)E[F is conuentup to garbage.In the above theorem, normalization of )E[F cannot be relaxed to normal-ization of!R. This follows from Example 6.20 (which is presented in the settingof collapsed tree rewriting). On the other hand, by the previous section it is clearthat termination of !R implies normalization of )E[F .Corollary 5.34 If !R is terminating and conuent, then )E[F is terminatingand conuent up to garbage.Proof Combine Theorems 5.25 and 5.32. �In Example 5.33, )E[F is not only conuent up to garbage but also conu-ent. This can be shown by the \critical pair lemma" for hypergraph rewritingestablished in [Plu93b]. The next example demonstrates that conuence needsnot imply conuence up to garbage, so the two properties are incomparable.Also, it turns out that conuence of )E[F does not carry over to !R in general(this is again caused by garbage and is di�erent for collapsed tree rewriting, seeTheorem 6.19).Example 5.35 Let R contain the rulesf(g(x)) ! xg(x) ! f(x)f(x) ! f(f(x))and suppose that f and g are the only function symbols in �. To see that )E[Fis conuent, consider two derivations H1 (�E[F G )�E[F H2. Both H1 and H2derive the following jungle by (1) applying the evaluation rule for g(x)! f(x) aslong as possible, (2) applying folding rules as long as possible, and (3) performingevaluation steps based on f(x)! f(f(x)):
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f...fx1
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����� �� ������������ �� �������� �� �Here x1; : : : ; xn are the variables occurring in G, and each chain of f-labelled edgeshas the length of the longest chain of f- and g-edges in H1 and H2.Thus )E[F is conuent. But conuence up to garbage fails due to the fol-lowing steps:
gx
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����� �� �������� �� �������� �� �Denoting the left and right jungle by X1 and X2, X�1 contains only the x-labellededge and its source node whereas X�2 = X2. It is evident that X�1 remainsunchanged under rule applications to X1 and that X�2 cannot reduce to X�1 . So)E[F is not conuent up to garbage. Moreover, !R is non-conuent as theterms resulting from the rewrite steps x R f(g(x))!R f(f(x)) have no commonreduct.Conuence properties are further discussed in Section 6.5 and Chapter 7, inthe setting of collapsed tree rewriting. In particular, in Chapter 7 a criterion for(local) conuence based on \critical overlaps" of evaluation rules is developed.52



Chapter 6Collapsed Tree RewritingSection 5.6 reveals that it is necessary to ignore the garbage produced by evalua-tion steps in order to infer conuence of jungle evaluation from conuence of termrewriting. Garbage is also harmful with respect to the completeness behaviour ofjungle evaluation. As a very simple example, let f(a)! b be the only rule in R.Then f(a) and b are equal in all models of R, which is reected by the equivalencef(a) $�R b (cf. Theorem 5.2). But garbage prevents that the (minimal) junglesrepresenting f(a) and b are equivalent under ,�E[F , see Figure 6.1. To establishfa
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����� �� ������ �� � 6 �()E[F b����� �� �Figure 6.1: Incompleteness caused by garbagecompleteness with respect to equational validity would require to compare junglesonly up to garbage, in a similar fashion as in Section 5.6. In addition to thesedrawbacks, garbage gives rise to evaluation and folding steps that are useless forfunction evaluation and slow down the evaluation process.The latter problem could be overcome by imposing the restriction that eval-uation and folding steps do not take place in the garbage parts of jungles. Still,this would not support an elegant treatment of conuence and completeness. Asa consequence, in this chapter evaluation steps are extended by \built-in garbagecollection" and the class of jungles considered for evaluation is restricted to col-lapsed trees, that is, closed jungles with a unique root.One should be aware that the removal of garbage by evaluation steps doesnot force real implementations to collect garbage \eagerly": it just means that53



garbage is not subject of evaluation or folding steps and that garbage collectionis a separable task to be treated on a lower level of abstraction.Before introducing collapsed tree rewriting in Section 6.2, it is shown how jun-gle derivations can be restricted to subjungles respectively extended by context.Both operations are needed several times in the sequel.6.1 Restriction and Extension of DerivationsThe following lemma is essential for the translation of jungle evaluation intocollapsed tree rewriting given in the next section. It allows to restrict evaluationand folding steps to suitable subjungles (which need not be closed). The lemmais an analogue of Kreowski's Clip Theorem for general graph rewriting [Kre77].Lemma 6.1 (Restriction Lemma) Let G)p;g H be an evaluation or foldingstep through a rule p = (L  K ! R). Then for each subjungle U of G withgL � U there is a direct derivation U )p;g0 W such that(1) g0 is the restriction of g to U ,(2) W � H, and(3) trackU)W is the restriction of trackG)H to VU and VW .Proof Let G)p;g H have the following diagram:L K R[1] [2]G D Hg �� oo b //d �� h��oo c //If gL � U , then g can be restricted to a jungle morphism g0:L ! U . As gsatis�es the gluing condition, so does g0. Hence, by Lemma 3.5, the square [10] inthe diagram below is a pushout, where D0 is the subjungle of U with nodes andedges U � (g0L � g0K), and d0 is the restriction of g0 to D0. By construction, D0is a subjungle of D = G� (gL� gK) and d0 is the restriction of d to D0.L K R[10] [20]U D0 H 0g0 �� oo b //d0 �� h0��oo c0 //54



Let now [20] be pushout of b and d0, and incl be the inclusion D0 ! D. Thenh � b = c � d = c � incl � d0 by commutativity of [2], so the universal property of[20] yields a jungle morphism f :H 0 ! H satisfying f �h0 = h and f � c0 = c� incl.One obtains the following commutative diagram:K R[20]D0 H 0[200]D H
b //d0 �� h0��c0 //incl �� f��c //Since [20] and the outer rectangle [20] [ [200] = [2] are pushouts, [200] is a pushoutby Lemma 3.7(2). Moreover, by Lemma 3.6(4), f is injective and hence fH 0is isomorphic to H 0. Therefore [20] remains a pushout after replacing H 0 byW = fH 0, c0 by i � c0, and h0 by i � h0, where i:H 0 ! W is the restric-tion of f . Combining the resulting pushout with [10] yields a direct deriva-tion U )p;g0 W . Moreover, trackU)W is the restriction of trackG)H becausetrackU)W (v) = i(c0(v)) = f(c0(v)) = c(v) = trackG)H(v) for each node v in U .�The following Extension Lemma is an analogue of results established byEhrig [Ehr77] and Kreowski [Kre77] for general graph rewriting. It shows thatjungle derivations over evaluation and folding rules can be extended by arbitrarycontext. This is exploited, in particular, in Section 7.2 to extend critical pairsand their joining derivations.Lemma 6.2 (Extension Lemma) Let U )E[F U1 )E[F : : : )E[F Un be aderivation (n � 1) over possibly non-closed jungles and g:U ! G be an injectivejungle morphism. Then there is a derivation G )E[F G1 )E[F : : : )E[F Gnsuch that Gn is de�ned by the pushoutV tr���! Ung???y ???yJ ���! Gnwhere V is the discrete subjungle of U with node set VU , J is the subjungle ofG with node set VG and edge set EG � gEEU , g is restriction of g, and tr istrackU)�Un considered as a jungle morphism. Moreover, trackG)�Gn is the nodemapping of J ! Gn. 55



Proof Let U )E[F U1 have the following diagram:L K R[1] [2]U D U1f �� oo //�� ��oo c //Let e be the unique edge in EU � ED (i.e. feg = fEEL � fEEK), F be thesubjungle of G with node set VG and edge set EG � fgE(e)g, and g0:D ! F berestriction of g. Construct square [4] in the diagram below as pushout of g0 andc. V D U1[3] [4]J F G1g �� // c //g0 �� g1��// //Moreover, let V , J , and g be de�ned as in the proposition, and V ! D, J ! Fbe inclusions. Then square [3] is commutative, that is, g is restriction of g0. SinceEJ = EG�gEEU = EF�gEED = EF�g0EED and VJ = VF = VF�(g0V VD�g0V VV ),[3] is a pushout by Lemma 3.5 (the gluing condition is satis�ed because g0 isinjective and VD = VV ). So, by Lemma 3.7(1), the outer rectangle [3] [ [4] isa pushout. Also, letting F ! G be inclusion, square [5] below is a pushout byLemma 3.5, and hence a direct derivation G)E[F G1 is obtained by composing[1] with [5] and [2] with [4]. U D[5]G Fg �� oo g0��ooFurthermore, the composition of V ! D and c is just trackU)U1 considered asa jungle morphism, and trackG)G1 is the node mapping of J ! F ! G1. Thusthe proposition holds for the case n = 1.Assume now n > 1 and, as induction hypothesis, that the proposition holdsfor all derivations containing less than n direct derivations. By Lemma 3.6(4), g1in pushout [4] is injective because g is. Hence, by induction hypothesis, there isa derivation G1 )E[F G2 )E[F : : :)E[F Gn and a pushoutV1 Un[6]J1 Gng1 �� tr1 // ��//56



the components of which are de�ned according to the proposition. Decomposethe pushout [3] [ [4] into the squaresV V1 U1[7] [8]J J1 G1g �� // //g1 �� g1��// //where V1 ! U1 and J1 ! G1 are inclusions, and V ! V1 and J ! J1 are re-strictions of V ! U1 respectively J ! G1. The restriction J ! J1 is well-de�nedsince EJ1 = EG1 � g1EEU1 and, by Lemma 3.6(3), the image of J in G1 hasno common edges with g1U1. Moreover, the node and edge sets of J1 can bewritten as G1 � (g1U1 � g1V1) and hence [8] is a pushout by Lemma 3.5. WithLemma 3.7(3) follows that [7] is a pushout, because V1 ! U1 is injective. Thus,by composing squares [7] and [6] one obtains a pushout as stated in the propo-sition. Note that V ! V1 is restriction of V ! U1 which in turn is trackU)U1considered as a morphism. So trackU)U1)�Un considered as a morphism is justthe composition of V ! V1 and tr1. Finally, trackG)G1)�Gn is the node mappingof J ! J1 ! Gn since (1) trackG1)�Gn satis�es this property with respect toJ1 ! Gn by induction hypothesis, and (2) J ! J1 is restriction of J ! G1 thenode mapping of which is trackG)G1 (as shown above). �6.2 Getting Rid of GarbageIn this section jungle evaluation is modi�ed to collapsed tree rewriting by re-stricting attention to jungles having a single root. To preserve this structure, theremoval of garbage is incorporated in evaluation steps. Then the new computa-tional model is related to jungle evaluation by means of the Restriction Lemmapresented in the last section.De�nition 6.3 (collapsed tree) A closed jungle C is a collapsed tree1 if ROOTCcontains a single node.The unique root of a collapsed tree C is denoted by rootC and term(C) standsfor termC(rootC). Observe that rootC �C v for each node v in C. Note also thatfor a closed jungle G and v 2 VG, the \collapsed tree at v" G=v (as introduced inDe�nition 5.8) is a collapsed tree in the above sense. For a collapsed tree C, themapping nodeC=rootC :Pos (term(C))! VC is from now on denoted by nodeC .1The term \collapsed tree" goes back (at least) toWalker and Strong [WS73]. Their collapsedtrees, however, are always fully collapsed. 57



Lemma 6.4 (1) For each node v in a closed jungle G, termG(v) = term(G=v).(2) Let f :G! H be a jungle morphism between closed jungles. Then for eachnode v in G, f(G=v) = H=fV (v).Proof (1) Using Lemma 4.6, termG(v) = termG(incl(v)) = termG=v(v) =term(G=v), where incl is the inclusion of G=v in G.(2) Top-down induction shows that a node v0 in H belongs to f(G=v) if andonly if fV (v) �H v0. Then f(G=v) and H=fV (v) contain the same nodes andedges, and hence are equal. �De�nition 6.5 (VE ;VR) The relations VE and VR on collapsed trees arede�ned as follows:(1) C VE D if there is an evaluation step C )E M with M=track(rootC) = D.(2) C VR D if C VE D or C )F D.2Steps over VE are called evaluation steps, as in the case of jungle evaluation.Also, notations and terminology for hypergraph derivations of Section 3.3 aretaken over for VE and VR. In particular, the track function is adapted in theobvious way: trackCVED is unde�ned for all nodes that have descendants inVM � VD.The results for jungle evaluation concerning soundness, applicability of rules,and normal forms carry over to collapsed tree rewriting in a straightforward way.As an example, soundness is established in the following theorem.Theorem 6.6 (soundness) Let C Vp;g D be an evaluation step based on arewrite rule l! r in R. Thenterm(C) n!R term(D);where n is the number of paths from rootC to gV (root�l).Proof Let C )E M such that M=track(rootC) = D. By Corollary 5.18 andLemma 6.4(1), term(C) = termC(rootC)!nR termM(track(rootC))= term(M=track(rootC))= term(D);with n as in the proposition. �2The notation \VR" is given preference over \VE[F" to indicate the strong relationship tothe term rewrite relation !R. 58



Note that the number n of rewrite steps from term(C) to term(D) is at least1, since each node in C is reachable from rootC . That is, C VE D impliesterm(C)!+R term(D).In contrast to the corresponding proof for jungle evaluation, here soundnessimplies immediately that collapsed tree rewriting is terminating whenever termrewriting is.Corollary 6.7 (termination) If !R is terminating, then so is VR.Proof Every in�nite sequence C1 VR C2 VR : : : contains in�nitely manyVE-steps because )F is terminating. Also, folding steps preserve terms, soTheorem 6.6 yields an in�nite sequence of !+R-steps. Thus VR is terminating if!R is. �Collapsed tree rewriting is henceforth identi�ed with the abstract reductionsystem hC;VRi, where C is the set of isomorphism classes of collapsed trees over�. In the subsequent sections, completeness of collapsed tree rewriting, termina-tion in relation to jungle evaluation, and conuence properties are examined.The next lemma provides a translation of jungle evaluation into collapsed treerewriting in the following way: Given some closed jungleG and a step G)E[F H,each collapsed tree at a node in G is either subject of anVR-step or is preservedup to isomorphism. This translation is exploited, for instance, in Sections 7.2and 8.2 to apply Theorem 3.8 (commutation of independent direct derivations)to collapsed tree rewriting.Lemma 6.8 (Translation Lemma) Let G and H be closed jungles such thatG)E[F H. Then for each node v in G, G=v V�R H=trackG)H(v).Proof Let G )p;g H for some evaluation or folding rule p = (L  K ! R),and consider an arbitrary node v in G.Case 1: gL � G=v. Then, by Lemma 6.1, there is a step G=v )p;g0 W � Hthe track function of which is the restriction of trackG)H . Hence, by De�nition 6.5and Lemma 6.4(2), G=v VR W=trackG=v)W (rootG=v)= W=trackG)H(v)= incl(W=trackG)H(v))= H=trackG)H(v);where incl is the inclusion of W in H.Case 2: gL 6� G=v. Let G)p;g H have the following diagram:L  ��� K ���! Rg???y ???y ???yG  ��� D ���!c H59



Case 2.1: p is an evaluation rule. Then the unique edge e removed from Gis not in G=v, as otherwise gL � G=v. Hence G=v � D. The construction ofevaluation rules in De�nition 5.4 ensures that if c identi�es two nodes, then sD(e)is one of these nodes. It follows that c is injective on G=v. Thus G=v �= c(G=v) =H=cV (v) = H=trackG)H(v).Case 2.2: p is a folding rule. By Lemma 4.16(2) there is a jungle morphismf :G ! H with fV = trackG)H . Moreover, folding rules are de�ned such thattrackG)H identi�es only the source nodes of the two edges in gL. By assumption,at least one of these nodes is not in G=v. Consequently f is injective on G=v,and hence G=v �= f(G=v) = H=fV (v) = H=trackG)H(v). �Corollary 6.9 Let G and H be closed jungles such that G )�E[F H. Then foreach node v in G, G=v V�R H=trackG)�H(v).Proof By induction on the length of G)�E[F H, using Lemma 6.8. �6.3 CompletenessCollapsed tree rewriting turns out to be complete with respect to equationalvalidity in the same sense as term rewriting is. More precisely, the CompletenessTheorem established below shows that for arbitrary collapsed trees C and D,C �WVR D if and only if Mod (R) j= term(C) := term(D).So collapsed tree rewriting is a complete mechanism for proving equations overspeci�cations that are presented as term rewriting systems. An important as-pect of this result is that it does not hold when folding is discarded from therewrite relation VR (this is demonstrated in Example 6.14). As a consequence,graph rewriting approaches that perform expression evaluation solely by evalu-ation steps lack this kind of completeness. (This applies, for example, to theapproaches of Barendregt et al. [BvEG+87] and Corradini and Rossi [CR93a].)By Theorem 5.2, completeness can be equivalently expressed as \C WV�R Dif and only if term(C) $�R term(D)," and this property is shown in the proofof the Completeness Theorem. While soundness of collapsed tree rewriting restson the fact that sequences of VR-steps induce sequences of !R-steps, thereis no such direct correspondence from which completeness could be obtained.As an example, consider the rewrite rules f(x) ! g(x; x) and a ! b. Thenf(a) !R g(a; a) !R g(a; b), but there is no corresponding sequence of VR-steps because of the sharing introduced by evaluation steps based on the �rstrule. Collapsed tree rewriting is nevertheless complete: the point is that WV�Rcomprises \reversed folding steps" which allow to unfold collapsed trees betweenevaluation steps. Since every single term rewrite step t!R u can be simulated by60



choosing for t a collapsed tree that is appropriately folded, unfolding can be usedto lift t !R u to an WV�R-conversion of the trees representing t and u. This isstated in the Lifting Lemma, leading straightforward to the completeness result.At �rst two distinguished representations of terms are introduced, namelythose with a minimal respectively maximal degree of sharing.De�nition 6.10 (tree and completely folded tree) A collapsed tree is atree if no node has an indegree greater than one. A collapsed tree is a completelyfolded tree3 if it is fully collapsed.For every term t, let Mt and Nt denote a tree respectively a completely foldedtree representing t. It is easy to show that for every tree T with term(T ) = t,the assignment rootMt 7! rootT extends to an isomorphism Mt ! T . So Mtis determined uniquely up to isomorphism. The uniqueness of Nt follows fromTheorem 4.13 and Lemma 4.5, the latter implying TERMMt = TERMC for eachcollapsed tree C representing t.The next lemma shows that Mt can be folded to each collapsed tree represent-ing t, which in turn can be folded to Nt.Lemma 6.11 (existence of foldings) For every collapsed tree C,Mterm(C) �)F C �)F Nterm(C):Proof By Lemma 4.17 there is a folding C )�F eC such that eC is fully collapsed.Then eC �= Nterm(C) since folding steps transform collapsed trees into collapsedtrees.To show the �rst part of the proposition, assign to every collapsed tree D theproduct �D = �v2V indegreeD(v) with V = VD � frootDg.Claim. For every collapsed tree C, either C is a tree or there is a collapsedtree D such that C (F D and �C > �D.Proof. The application of a folding rule to a collapsed tree produces a nodewith an indegree greater than one, because each of the two identi�ed nodes hasan indegree of at least one. So folding steps cannot result in trees.If C is not a tree, then there is a node v with indegreeC(v) > 1. Let e bethe edge with sC(e) = v. De�ne a collapsed tree D by adding to C a node v0having the label of v and an edge e0 having the label of e. De�ne sD(e0) = v0and tD(e0) = tD(e). Moreover, choose some edge a in C such that v 2 tC(a), andobtain tD(a) by replacing some occurrence of v in tC(a) with v0. Then D is acollapsed tree such that D)F C by applying the folding rule for mD(e) to e ande0. Furthermore, �D = indegreeD(v) � indegreeD(v0) � �u2U indegreeC(u) with3to avoid the phrase \fully collapsed collapsed tree"61



U = VC � frootC; vg. It follows �C > �D since indegreeD(v) = indegreeC(v)� 1and indegreeD(v0) = 1. �This claim implies that for every collapsed tree C there is a sequenceC = C0 (F C1 (F : : :(F Cn(n � 0) such that Cn is a tree; this is because �D � 1 for every collapsed tree D.Then Cn �= Mterm(C) by the uniqueness of trees. �In the proof of the following Lifting Lemma, a term rewrite step t !R u issimulated by representing t as the collapsed tree C that is obtained from Mt byfolding completely the subtree representing the replaced subterm in t. RewritingC through the evaluation rule for the rule applied in t !R u yields then acollapsed tree D that can be unfolded to Mu. As an example, consider the rewritestep g(f(0 + 0); 0) !R g(f(0) + f(0); 0) through the rule f(x + x) ! f(x) + f(x).The result of lifting this step to a conversion of trees is shown in Figure 6.2.gf 0+0 0
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a folding rule in Ci=nodeCi(�)" as long as possible. Then C=nodeC(�) is fullycollapsed. Also, by Lemma 5.10, termC(nodeC(�)) = term(C)=� = t=� = �(l).Let v = nodeC(�). By Lemma 5.20, there is a jungle morphism g:�l ! C withgV (root�l) = v if nodeC=v identi�es each two positions in l that represent the samevariable. Let �; � 2 Pos(l) such that l=� = l=� 2 �X . With Lemma 5.10 followstermC=v(nodeC=v(�)) = termC=v(nodeC=v(�)), and hence nodeC=v(�) = nodeC=v(�)by injectivity of termC=v. Thus, by the proof of Theorem 5.21, there is anevaluation step C )p;g M with p being the evaluation rule for l ! r. SoC VE D for D = M=track(rootC). The Soundness Theorem 5.14 shows thatterm(C) �� term(D) through l ! r, where � = node�1C (v). By constructionof the folding Mt )�F C, there is only one path from rootC to v; so � containsa single position (Lemma 5.17). Therefore t = term(C) �f�g term(D) throughl! r, which implies term(D) = u. Then, �nally, Mu)�F D by Lemma 6.11. �Note that beside the translation of term rewrite steps into conversions oftrees, there is another canonical way of lifting which results in conversions ofcompletely folded trees. Namely, every step t !R u gives rise to a conversionNt(�F C VE D)�F Nu, where C and D are chosen as in the above proof.Theorem 6.13 (Completeness Theorem) For all collapsed trees C and D,C WV�R D if and only if term(C)$�R term(D).Proof Assume C WV�R D. If C �= D, then clearly term(C) = term(D). Other-wise there is a sequence C = C0 WVR C1 WVR : : :WVR Cn = D. By Theorem 6.6and Lemma 4.16, X WVR Y implies term(X)$�R term(Y ), for all collapsed treesX; Y . So induction on n yields term(C)$�R term(D).Conversely, let term(C)$�R term(D). Induction on the number of$R-stepsconstituting this equivalence proves Mterm(C) WV�R Mterm(D), by use of theLifting Lemma. Then C (�F Mterm(C)WV�R Mterm(D))�F D by Lemma 6.11.�The following example demonstrates that completeness gets lost when foldingis relinquished, that is, when WV�R is replaced by WV�E .Example 6.14 Let R contain the following rules:g(x) ! p(x; f(x))h(x) ! p(f(x); x)a ! f(a)Then g(a)$�R h(a) since both terms are rewritable to p(f(a); f(a)). A conversionfrom Mg(a) into Mh(a) by collapsed tree rewriting is shown in Figure 6.3. To see63
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Proof By the equivalence of conuence and the Church-Rosser property (seeLemma 2.1(2)), C WV�R D holds if and only if there is some collapsed tree X suchthat C V�R X W�R D. Hence, the proposition follows from the CompletenessTheorem. �An immediate consequence of Corollary 6.15 is that the decision procedurefor equational validity shown in Figure 6.4 is partially correct whenever VR isconuent. For in this case two collapsed trees that possess normal forms havea common reduct if and only if their normal forms represent the same term(or, equivalently, are isomorphic). The procedure can be made totally correctGiven an equation t := u, rewrite Nt and Nu to VR-normal forms NFNt and NFNu, and return the result ofthe test term(NFNt) =? term(NFNu).Figure 6.4: Decision procedure for equational validityif there is an algorithm that computes a normal form for every collapsed tree.This is the case if VR is normalizing and R contains �nitely many rules: thenall derivations starting from a collapsed tree can be enumerated until a normalform is found. Finally, if VR is not only normalizing but terminating, then asimple (nondeterministic) way of normalization is to perform VR-steps as longas possible.6.4 TerminationIn this section it is shown that collapsed tree rewriting is terminating if and onlyif jungle evaluation is terminating. This equivalence is exploited in Chapter 7 tocharacterize conuence of terminating systems by means of critical pairs, and inChapter 8 to prove a modularity result for termination.The harder direction in the equivalence proof consists in showing that )E[Fis terminating whenever VR is. This is established similar to the proof of The-orem 5.25 in which the termination of )E[F is inferred from the termination of!R. Actually, Theorem 5.25 turns out to be a corollary of the characterizationproved here since, by Corollary 6.7, VR is terminating whenever !R is.The proof that termination of VR carries over to )E[F makes use of thefollowing lemma which allows to extend VR-steps by context.Lemma 6.16 (extension of VR-steps) Given a rewrite step AVR B and aninjective jungle morphism c:A ! C such that C is a collapsed tree, there is astep C VR D and an injective morphism d:B ! D.65



Proof By De�nition 6.5 there is a step A)E[F M with M=track(rootA) = B.So the Extension Lemma 6.2 yields a step C )E[F N such that N is de�ned bythe pushout V tr���! Mc???y ???yd0J ���!f Nwhere V is the discrete subjungle of A with node set VA, J is the subjungle ofC with node set VC and edge set EC � cEEA, c is restriction of c, and tr istrackA)M considered as a jungle morphism. Moreover, fV = trackC)N . SincerootC �C cV (rootA) and J is obtained from C by removing edges the sourcenodes of which are reachable from cV (rootA), rootC �J cV (rootA) holds. HencefV (rootC) �N fV (cV (rootA)). Let D = N=trackC)N(rootC). Then C VR D androotD = trackC)N(rootC)= fV (rootC)�N fV (cV (rootA))= fV (cV (rootA))= d0V (tr(rootA))= d0V (rootB)= rootd0B:It follows d0B � D and hence d0 has a restriction d:B ! D. Finally, d and d0 areinjective because d0 lies opposite to c in the above pushout diagram. �Theorem 6.17 The relation VR is terminating if and only if )E[F is.Proof Assume at �rst that)E[F is terminating. By De�nition 6.5, for every stepC VR D there is a direct derivation C )E[F M such that M=track(rootC) = D.Given an injective jungle morphism C ! G, the Extension Lemma 6.2 showsthat there is a step G )E[F H and an injective morphism M ! H. Thus,since the composition of the inclusion D ! M with M ! H yields an injectivemorphism D ! H, every sequence C1 VR C2 VR C3 VR : : : gives rise to asequence G1 )E[F G2 )E[F G3 )E[F : : : with G1 = C1. It follows that VR isterminating if )E[F is.Conversely, let now VR be terminating. Extend VR to a relation � oncollapsed trees4 byC � F if C V+R D for some D such that F � D.4To be precise, � has to be considered as a relation on isomorphism classes of collapsedtrees; see the next footnote. 66



To see that � is terminating, suppose there were an in�nite sequence C1 �C2 � C3 � : : : Lemma 6.16 implies that whenever A V+R B and there is aninjective jungle morphism A ! C into a collapsed tree C, then C V+R D forsome collapsed tree D such that there is an injective morphism B ! D. Hence,by de�nition of �, the sequence C1 � C2 � C3 � : : : can be extended to asequence D1 V+R D2 V+R D3 V+R : : : with D1 = C1. But this contradicts thetermination ofVR. So � is terminating and, in particular, irreexive. Moreover,with Lemma 6.16 it is easy to show that � is transitive.Thus, by Theorem 5.24, the extension � of � to �nite multisets of collapsedtrees5 is also terminating (see page 46 for the de�nition of �). Now assign toevery closed jungle G a multiset G of collapsed trees byG(X) = jfv 2 VG j G=v �= Xgj:It remains to show that for all closed jungles G and H,G)E[F H implies G� H.Case 1: G )F H. Let v1 and v2 be the two nodes in G that are identi�ed andTop be the multiset de�ned byTop(X) = jfv 2 VG j v1; v2 2 G=v and G=v �= Xgj:Then H = (G� Rem) [ Add with Rem = Top[ fG=v1g and Add being de�ned byAdd(X) = jfv 2 VG j G=v 2 Top and H=track(v) �= Xgj:Rem is nonempty as it contains G=v1. Consider some X 2 Add and v 2 VG suchthat G=v 2 Top and H=track(v) �= X. Then G=v VR X by the proof of theTranslation Lemma 6.8 since the image of the left-hand side of the applied foldingrule lies in G=v. Hence Rem 3 G=v � X.Case 2: G)E H. Let this step be based on a rewrite rule l! r and let v bethe image of the root of the left-hand side of the applied evaluation rule. ThenH = (G� Rem) [ Add withRem(X) = jfv0 2 VG j v0 �G v and G=v0 �= Xgjand Add = Old [ New, whereOld(X) = ( jfv0 2 VG j v0 >G v and H=track(v0) �= Xgj if r 2 �X ,jfv0 2 VG j v0 �G v and H=track(v0) �= Xgj otherwise5The following multisets should be considered as multisets of isomorphism classes of collapsedtrees in order to obey the �niteness condition.67



and New(X) = jfv0 2 VH j v0 62 track(VG) and H=v0 �= Xgj:It is clear that Rem is nonempty since G=v 2 Rem. Now consider some X 2 Add.Case 2.1: X 2 Old. Then X �= H=track(v0) for some v0 2 VG with v0 �G v. Sothe image of the left-hand side of the applied evaluation rule lies inG=v0 and henceG=v0 VR X by the proof of the Translation Lemma 6.8. Hence Rem 3 G=v0 � X.Case 2.2: X 2 New. Then X �= H=v0 for some v0 2 VH with v0 62 track(VG).The construction of evaluation rules assures track(v) >H v0, soH=v0 � H=track(v).The proof of the Translation Lemma 6.8 shows that G=v VR H=track(v), andhence G=v VR C for a collapsed tree C such that C �= H=track(v) and X � C.Thus Rem 3 G=v � X.Cases 1 and 2 prove G� H, establishing the termination of )E[F . �6.5 Conuence and Unique Normal FormsIn this section the discussion of conuence properties of Section 5.6 is continued,working now in the setting of collapsed tree rewriting. By Example 5.28 it isalready clear that conuence does not carry over from term rewriting to collapsedtree rewriting: VR is non-conuent if R contains the single rule a! f(a) and ifthere is a binary function symbol in � (having as argument sorts the sort of theconstant a). One may object to this example that !R is not normalizing andthat non-conuence is caused by the interaction of evaluation and folding steps.But below a counterexample is presented showing that even if !R is conuentand normalizing, neither VE nor VR needs be locally conuent.Despite this relationship, it turns out that collapsed tree rewriting has uniquenormal forms if and only if term rewriting has. As a consequence, normalizingcollapsed tree rewriting is conuent whenever term rewriting is, and convergenceof term rewriting carries over to collapsed tree rewriting.In contrast to the non-transferability of (local) conuence from term rewritingto collapsed tree rewriting, it turns out that !R is conuent respectively locallyconuent whenever VR is. So (local) conuence behaves with respect to trans-ferability opposite to termination. The following lemma is useful for establishingthis relation.Lemma 6.18 For every term rewrite step t !R u there is a collapsed tree Csuch that NtVR C and u!�R term(C). Pictorially:t !R u �!R term(C)Nt VR COO_ >~~~~~~>>
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Proof Let l! r be the rule applied in t!R u, � be the associated substitution,and � be the position in t where �(l) is replaced by �(r). By Lemma 5.10,termNt(nodeNt(�)) = term(Nt)=� = �(l). Let v = nodeNt(�). Since Nt is fullycollapsed, nodeNt=v identi�es each two positions in l that represent the samevariable. Hence, by Lemma 5.20 and the proof of Theorem 5.21, there is anevaluation step Nt )p;g M based on l ! r and such that gV (root�l) = v. SoNt VE C for C = M=track(rootNt) and, by the Soundness Theorem 5.14, t =term(Nt) �� term(C) through l ! r, where � = node�1Nt (v). As � is in �, itfollows t�f�g u���f�g term(C). Then in particular u!�R term(C). �Theorem 6.19 If VR is (locally) conuent, then so is !R.Proof Assume thatVR is locally conuent. Given any two steps s R t!R u,Lemma 6.18 yields two steps C WR Nt VR D such that s !�R term(C) andu!�R term(D). By local conuence ofVR, there is a collapsed tree X such thatC V�R X W�R D. Theorem 6.6 implies term(C)!�R term(X) �R term(D), andhence s!�R term(X) �R u. So !R is locally conuent.Assume now that VR is conuent. Let s  �R t !�R u for some terms s; t; u,and consider collapsed trees C;D with term(C) = s and term(D) = u. Thens $�R u and hence, by Corollary 6.15, there is a collapsed tree X such thatC V�R X W�R D. With Theorem 6.6 follows s!�R term(X) �R u. Thus !R isconuent. �The following example demonstrates that the converse of Theorem 6.19 doesnot hold, even if !R is normalizing.Example 6.20 Suppose that R is given as follows6:f(x) ! g(x; x)a ! bg(a; b) ! cg(b; b) ! f(a)Based on the following rewrite steps, induction on the term structure shows thatevery term has a unique normal form:c g(a; b) g(b; b) f(a)g(a; a)Roo R // R // R��RjjVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVSo !R is normalizing and conuent. But Figure 6.5 shows that neither VRnor VE is locally conuent. The reason is that the sharing of the constant a inNg(a; a) prevents a rewrite step from Ng(a; a) to Mg(a; b).6Middeldorp and Hamoen independently invented this system as a counterexample to thecompleteness of basic narrowing in the presence of conuence and normalization, see [MH92].69



c����� �� � WE ga b
����� �� ������� ////������ ����� �� � � �� � VE gb b

����� �� ������� ////������ ����� �� � � �� � VE fa
����� �� �������� �� �+F %E #Egb

����� �� ��� ������� �� � WE ga
����� �� ��� ������� �� �Figure 6.5: Non-conuence of VR and VEAlthough collapsed tree rewriting needs not be conuent when term rewritingis, the former has unique normal forms if and only if the latter has. Recall thatthe relation! of an abstract reduction system hA;!i has unique normal formsif for all normal forms a and b in A, a$� b implies a = b.Theorem 6.21 The relation VR has unique normal forms if and only if !Rhas.Proof Let VR have unique normal forms, and consider term normal forms tand t0 such that t $�R t0. Then Nt WV�R Nt0 by the Completeness Theorem, andCorollary 5.23 shows that Nt and Nt0 areVR-normal forms (note that a collapsedtree is a normal form w.r.t. VR if and only if it is a normal form w.r.t. )E[F).So Nt �= Nt0 by the uniqueness of normal forms, implying t = t0.Conversely, assume that !R has unique normal forms, and let C and C 0be VR-normal forms such that C WV�R C 0. Then term(C) $�R term(C 0) bysoundness, and both terms are normal forms by Corollary 5.23. Uniqueness ofnormal forms gives term(C) = term(C 0), and hence C �= C 0 by Theorem 4.13since C and C 0 are fully collapsed. �Corollary 6.22 Suppose that VR is normalizing. Then VR is conuent if andonly if !R is. 70



Proof By Theorem 6.19, !R is conuent whenever VR is. Conversely, if !Ris conuent, then it has in unique normal forms (Lemma 2.1(5)). With Theo-rem 6.21 follows that VR has also unique normal forms. But it is easy to showthat a normalizing relation with unique normal forms is conuent. �Note that the normalization ofVR cannot be weakened to normalization of!R,in view of Example 6.20.The proof that VR is conuent in Corollary 6.22 (via Theorem 6.21) cor-responds to Curien's and Ghelli's method for proving conuence in normalizingabstract reduction systems [CG91]. They show uniqueness of normal forms by aninterpretation function from the system under consideration into a system thatis known to be conuent. The function must be compatible with derivability inthe two systems, preserve normal forms, and be injective on normal forms. In thepresent context these conditions are satis�ed by the function term which inter-prets collapsed trees as terms (to be precise, the extension of term to isomorphismclasses of collapsed trees is as required).As an immediate consequence of Corollary 6.22, convergence carries over fromterm rewriting to collapsed tree rewriting. This corresponds to Corollary 5.34which states that jungle evaluation is terminating and conuent up to garbage ifterm rewriting is convergent.Corollary 6.23 If !R is convergent, then so is VR.Proof Combine Corollaries 6.7 and 6.22. �The converse of this result does not hold, since !R needs not be terminatingwhen VR is convergent. A counterexample7 is again provided by the systemf(x) ! g(x; x)a ! bg(a; b) ! f(a)of Example 5.33, for which !R is conuent and non-terminating while VR isterminating. By Corollary 6.22, VR is conuent and hence convergent.So, analogously to the situation for termination, convergent term rewritingsystems form a proper subclass of the class of systems that are convergent undercollapsed tree rewriting. As a result, the decision procedure for equational validityin Figure 6.4, which reduces collapsed trees nondeterministically to normal formsand checks equality of the resulting terms, terminates for more systems than thecorresponding procedure by term rewriting. For instance, in deciding the validityof f(a) := g(b; b) over the above system, term rewriting may run into the loopf(a) !R g(a; a) !R g(a; b) !R f(a) !R : : : while collapsed tree rewritingtransforms Nf(a) in two steps into Ng(b; b).7Another counterexample can be found in Chapter 8, see Example 8.14.71



Chapter 7Critical PairsIn Section 6.5, conuence properties are investigated by relating collapsed treerewriting to term rewriting. The motivation for the present chapter is to givea su�cient condition for local conuence of collapsed tree rewriting directly interms of properties of evaluation and folding rules. The idea is, in analogy to thewell-known results for term rewriting established by Knuth and Bendix [KB70]and Huet [Hue80], to infer local conuence ofVR from the conuence of so-calledcritical pairs, being certain divergent steps T ( S ) U in which S represents a\critical overlap" of the left-hand sides of the two applied rules.It turns out that divergent steps of the form D WE C )F eC are alwaysconuent, independently of the given rewrite system R. Thus, since folding isalso conuent, only those divergent steps are critical in which S is obtained bythe superposition of the left-hand sides of two evaluation rules. The main resultof this chapter, the Critical Pair Lemma, shows that VR is locally conuent ifall critical pairs are conuent in a speci�c way. This result leads|in the presenceof termination|to a characterization of conuence through critical pairs and toa decision procedure for conuence.7.1 Characterizing Local ConuenceThis section prepares the ground for the proof of the Critical Pair Lemma byshowing that VR is locally conuent if and only if all divergent VE -steps areconuent under VR. This requires to show that the collapsed trees produced bydivergent evaluation and folding steps always have a common reduct.The proof of the latter is based on the Soundness Theorem and uses twolemmas that determine how the sets of term positions corresponding to certainnodes are changed by evaluation and folding steps. To establish these lemmas, itis convenient to characterize positions by paths.Given a node v in a collapsed tree C, denote by PATHC(v) the set of all paths72



from rootC to v. Moreover, for a (possibly empty) path p = he1; i1i; : : : ; hen; ini,let �(p) be the string i1 : : : in.Lemma 7.1 For every collapsed tree C and each node v in C,node�1C (v) = f�(q) j q 2 PATHC(v)g:Proof For each q in PATHC(v), induction on the length of q shows that �(q) isa position in term(C) such that nodeC(�(q)) = v. Conversely, given a positioni1 : : : in in node�1C (v), induction on n yields a path he1; i1i; : : : ; hen; ini from rootCto v. �In applying an evaluation rule (L K ! R) to a collapsed tree C, nodes thatare not reachable from the image of rootL keep their associated term positions.Lemma 7.2 Let C Vp;g D be an evaluation step through p = (L  K ! R),and let v be a node in C such that gV (rootL) 6>C v. Thennode�1D (track(v)) = node�1C (v):Proof Let C )p;g M underly C Vp;g D, with the following associated diagram:L  ��� K b���! Rg???y d???y ???yhC  ��� J ���!c MThe proposition clearly holds for v = rootC ; assume therefore v 6= rootC .By Lemma 7.1, each position in node�1C (v) can be written as �(q) for someq in PATHC(v). Since J is obtained from C by removing the edge with sourcegV (rootL), gV (rootL) 6>C v implies that this edge does not belong to q. Soq is a path in J and hence c maps q to a path q0 in M from cV (rootC) tocV (v) and such that �(q0) = �(q); q0 is in PATHD(track(v)) since cV (rootC) =track(rootC) = rootD and cV (v) = track(v). With Lemma 7.1 follows �(q) =�(q0) 2 node�1D (track(v)).Conversely, consider some q in PATHD(track(v)), that is, q is a path fromcV (rootC) to cV (v).Assumption: q contains an edge that is not in cJ . Then there is a component he; iiin q such that e 62 EcJ but tM (e)ji 2 VcJ . Let w = tM(e)ji. One obtains w �cJcV (v) since each path from w to cV (v) lies in cJ (otherwise such a path containedthe edge outgoing from cV (gV (rootL)), and hence w >M cV (gV (rootL)) >M win contradiction to the acyclicity of M). Also, by Lemmas 5.6 and 3.6(4), c isinjective because M � cJ (and hence R� bK) is nonempty. It follows x �J v and73



x �C v, where x is the unique node with cV (x) = w. Moreover, as w is a targetnode of an edge in M � cJ = R� bK, there is an open node in R that is mappedby h to w. Let x be the preimage of this open node in K. Then cV (dV (x)) =hV (bV (x)) = w and hence dV (x) = x. So in particular gV (x) = x. But asthere is a path from rootL to each other node in L, one obtains gV (rootL) >C x.Therefore gV (rootL) >C x �C v, contradicting the assumption of the lemma.Thus the assumption that q contains an edge from M � cJ is wrong, that is, qis a path in cJ . Furthermore, cV (gV (rootL)) is not a source node of any edge inq, as otherwise there were a node y in C such that cV (y) = cV (gV (rootL)) andgV (rootL) >C y �C v. Since gV (rootL) is the only node that may be identi�edwith some other node by c, it follows that the preimages of the edges in q form apath q0 in J from rootC to v such that �(q0) = �(q). So q0 2 PATHC(v) and, byLemma 7.1, �(q) = �(q0) 2 node�1C (v). �The next lemma is the analogue of Lemma 7.2 for folding steps. In this casethe set of positions associated with a node v changes if and only if v is one of thetwo nodes that are identi�ed.Lemma 7.3 Let C )F eC be a folding step between collapsed trees, and let v1and v2 be the two nodes in C that are identi�ed. Then for each node v in C,node�1eC (track(v)) = ( node�1C (v1) [ node�1C (v2) if v 2 fv1; v2g,node�1C (v) otherwise.Proof By Lemma 4.16 there is a surjective jungle morphism f :C ! eC suchthat fV = track. Let v be a node in C. If v = rootC, then v 62 fv1; v2gand node�1eC (fV (v)) = node�1eC (rooteC) = f�g = node�1C (v). Assume thereforev 6= rootC. De�ne a function :[fPATHC(v0) j fV (v0) = fV (v)g ! PATHeC(fV (v))by he1; i1i; : : : ; hen; ini 7! hfE(e1); i1i; : : : ; hfE(en); ini. This function is surjectivebecause fE is.Case 1: v 2 fv1; v2g. Then  has PATHC(v1)[PATHC(v2) as domain. Hence,by Lemma 7.1,node�1C (v1) [ node�1C (v2) = �(PATHC(v1)) [ �(PATHC(v2))= �( (PATHC(v1))) [ �( (PATHC(v2)))= �( (PATHC(v1) [ PATHC(v2)))= �(PATHeC(fV (v)))  surj.= node�1eC (fV (v)):Case 2: v 62 fv1; v2g. Then  has PATHC(v) as domain and hence, simi-lar to Case 1, Lemma 7.1 and surjectivity of  allow to conclude node�1C (v) =node�1eC (fV (v)). �74



Now the desired result can be established that collapsed trees resulting fromtwo divergent evaluation and folding steps always have a common reduct. Thecrucial case for the proof is given when the edge removed by the evaluation stepis one of the two edges to which the folding rule is applied. This case is illustratedby the following example.Example 7.4 Consider the rewrite rule f(a) ! g(b) and the collapsed treein the middle of the upper row in Figure 7.1. The evaluation step on the leftreplaces one of two f-labelled edges which are subject to the folding step onthe right. The collapsed trees produced by these steps are then rewritten byapplying the evaluation rule for f(a)! g(b) again. This results in two collapsedtrees representing the same term (viz. h(g(b); g(b))), so that subsequent foldingsteps lead to a common reduct.hg fb a
����� �� ������� ////������ ����� �� ��� � �� ������� ����� �� � � �� � WE hf fa

����� �� ������� ////������ ����� �� �////�� � �� ������������ �� � )F hfa
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����� �� ��� ������� �� �������� �� �Figure 7.1: Conuence in the case of divergent evaluation and folding steps
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Theorem 7.5 The relation VR is locally conuent if and only if for all evalua-tion steps DWE C VE F there is a collapsed tree X such that DV�R X W�R F .Proof As the \only if" direction is obvious, assume that the second propertyin the proposition is satis�ed. Then, since folding is conuent (Theorem 4.18),it su�ces to consider two steps of the form D WE C )F eC and to show that Dand eC have a common reduct under VR. Let C )p;g M be the evaluation stepunderlying C VE D, based on a rewrite rule l ! r. By Lemma 4.16 there is ajungle morphism f :C ! eC. So there is an evaluation step eC Vp;f�g B, sinceevery jungle morphism outgoing from the left-hand side of an evaluation rulesatis�es the gluing condition (see the proof of Theorem 5.21). By the SoundnessTheorem 5.14, term(C) = term( eC)�� term(B) (7.1)through l! r, where � = node�1eC (fV (gV (root�l))). Moreover,term(C)�� term(D) (7.2)through l ! r, with � = node�1C (gV (root�l)). Let v1; v2 be the two nodes in Cthat are identi�ed by f .Case 1: gV (root�l) 62 fv1; v2g. By Lemma 4.16, fV = trackC)eC. WithLemma 7.3 follows � = node�1C (gV (root�l)). So � = � and hence term(B) =term(D). Thus B )�F Nterm(B)(�F D by Lemma 6.11.Case 2: gV (root�l) 2 fv1; v2g. Let C )p;g M have the following diagram:L  ��� K ���! Rg???y ???y ???yC  ��� J ���!c MAssume without loss of generality gV (root�l) = v1. Since v1 and v2 are thesource nodes of two edges that have identical labels and target strings, there isan isomorphism i:C=v1 ! C=v2 that maps v1 to v2. Also, C=v2 � J becauseJ is obtained from C by removing the edge with source v1. Hence, composingthe restriction of g to C=v1 with i and the restriction of c to C=v2 yields ajungle morphism h:L ! M that maps root�l to cV (v2). Moreover, rootC >J v2implies cV (rootC) >M cV (v2), and therefore M=cV (v2) � M=cV (rootC) = D. SohL �M=cV (v2) � D and consequently h has a restriction h0:L! D. Thus thereis an evaluation step DVp;h0 F . By the Soundness Theorem,term(D)�� term(F ) (7.3)through l ! r, where � = node�1D (h0V (root�l)). Since � = node�1D (cV (v2)) =node�1D (trackCVED(v2)), Lemma 7.2 yields � = node�1C (v2) (note that v1 6>C v2).76



Also, by Lemma 7.3, � = node�1eC (trackC)eC(v1)) = node�1C (v1) [ node�1C (v2).Hence � = � [ �. Thus, sinceterm(B)�� term(C)�� term(D)�� term(F )by (7.1) to (7.3) and � \ � = ;, it follows term(B) = term(F ). Then, �nally,B )�F Nterm(B)(�F F by Lemma 6.11. �The following corollary is an immediate consequence of Theorem 7.5.Corollary 7.6 If VE is locally conuent, then so is VR.While Theorem 7.5 provides a characterization of local conuence of collapsedtree rewriting, Corollary 7.6 gives only a su�cient condition which is not neces-sary. As an example, consider the convergent term rewriting systemf(x) ! g(x; x)f(a) ! g(a; b)a ! bfor which VR is convergent by Corollary 6.23. That VE is not locally conuentcan be seen by the steps Ng(a; a) WE Nf(a) VE Mg(a; b): the only collapsedtrees derivable from Ng(a; a) and Mg(a; b) by VE -steps are Ng(b; b) respectivelyMg(b; b); since the latter are non-isomorphic, VE is not locally conuent.Note also that it is not possible to guarantee conuence ofVR by strengthen-ing the condition of Corollary 7.6 to conuence or even strong conuence of VE .The simplest counterexample is provided by the one-rule system a ! f(a): hereVE can be shown to be strongly conuent by Theorem 3.8, but Example 5.28demonstrates thatVR is non-conuent in the presence of a binary function sym-bol.7.2 The Critical Pair LemmaAccording to Theorem 7.5, testing collapsed tree rewriting for local conuencereduces to the problem to check that every pair of divergent evaluation stepsis conuent under VR. The Critical Pair Lemma established below provides asu�cient condition for the latter showing that it su�ces to consider only thosedivergent steps U1 (E S )E U2 in which S represents a \critical overlap" ofthe left-hand sides of the applied evaluation rules. The requirement is then thatthere are derivations U1 )�E[F X1 and U2 )�E[F X2 such that X1 and X2 areisomorphic up to certain garbage by an isomorphism that is compatible with thetrack functions of the derivations S )E U1 )�E[F X1 and S )E U2 )�E[F X2.77



The proof of the Critical Pair Lemma is based on the Extension Lemma 6.2which allows to extend the conuent derivations of critical pairs by context. In theExtension Lemma, the resulting jungle of the extended derivation is constructedby a pushout. This is exploited, roughly speaking, to show that the results of thetwo extended derivations of a critical pair are isomorphic up to certain garbage.As the Extension Lemma is about derivations without garbage collection,critical pairs are also de�ned for)E -steps and not forVE -steps. (An adaptationof the Extension Lemma to collapsed tree rewriting is not possible since contextedges may be attached to nodes that become garbage, preventing the constructionof extended collapsed trees by pushouts.)In the following de�nition, the �rst condition puts a bound on the size ofcollapsed trees in critical pairs which depends only on the given set E of evaluationrules. The second condition is derived from Theorem 3.8 and expresses that left-hand sides of evaluation rules overlap in a critical way.De�nition 7.7 (critical pair) Let pi = (Li  Ki ! Ri) be an evaluation rule,for i = 1; 2. A pair of direct derivations of the form U1 (p1;g1 S )p2;g2 U2 is acritical pair (over E) if(1) S is a jungle such that S = g1L1 [ g2L2 and(2) g1L1 \ g2L2 6= g1K1 \ g2K2.Moreover, g1 6= g2 is required for the case p1 = p2.By the construction of evaluation rules, condition (2) is equivalent to \g1E(e) 2g2EEL2 or g2E(e2) 2 g1EEL", where e1 and e2 are the unique edges in L1 � K1respectively L2 �K2. Note also that the jungles S, U1, and U2 are not closed ingeneral.1 In what follows, critical pairs that di�er only by renaming of nodes andedges are not distinguished. As a consequence, only �nitely many critical pairsneed to be considered whenever R has a �nite rule set.Example 7.8 The rewrite rulesg(f(a; x)) ! g(b)f(x; y) ! cgive rise to the two critical pairs shown in Figure 7.2 (the nodes are numbered toindicate the track functions).1Straightforward adaptations of the proofs of Lemmas 5.7 and 4.16 show that evaluationand folding rules preserve also non-closed jungles.
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����1 � �� �������2 � �� �����3 � �� �Figure 7.2: Two critical pairsDe�nition 7.9 (joinability) A critical pair U1 (E S )E U2 is joinable if thereare derivations U1 )�E[F X1 and U2 )�E[F X2 such that there is an isomorphismiso:X�1 ! X�2 with isoV � tr1 = tr2, where X�i is the subjungle of Xi inducedby fx j trackS)Ui)�Xi(v) �Xi x for some v 2 VSg and tri is the restriction oftrackS)Ui)�Xi to VX�i , for i = 1; 2.Note that the joining derivations Ui )�E[F Xi are allowed to contain foldingsteps and that garbage in X1 and X2 is ignored as far as it consists of items notreachable from the descendant of any node in S. Requiring that X1 and X2 areisomorphic would be too restrictive, as can be seen in the following example.Example 7.10 After adding the rewrite rule g(b) ! g(c) to the two rules ofExample 7.8, the second critical pair in Figure 7.2 is joinable by the derivationshown in Figure 7.3. Observe that the resulting jungle contains garbage (theconstant b) which does not occur in the right-hand jungle of the critical pair.The �rst critical pair in Figure 7.2 is joinable by a similar derivation.Now the main result of this chapter can be stated.79
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����1 � �� �������2 � �� ����� ����3� �� � � �� �Figure 7.3: A joining derivation for Example 7.8Lemma 7.11 (Critical Pair Lemma) If all critical pairs over E are joinable,then VR is locally conuent.Proof By Theorem 7.5 it su�ces to show that for every pair D1 WE C VE D2of evaluation steps, D1 and D2 have a common reduct under VR. Considerevaluation steps M1 (p1;g1 C )p2;g2 M2 such that Di = Mi=trackC)Mi(rootC)for i = 1; 2, and let pi = (Li  Ki ! Ri) for i = 1; 2.Case 1: g1L1 \ g2L2 = g1K1 \ g2K2. Then, by Theorem 3.8, there is a jungleM such that M1 )p2 M (p1 M2 and trackC)M1)M = trackC)M2)M . By theTranslation Lemma 6.8, Di V�R M=trackMi)M(rootDi) for i = 1; 2. SoD1 V�R M=trackM1)M(rootD1)W�R D2since trackM1)M(rootD1) = trackC)M1)M(rootC) = trackC)M2)M(rootC) =trackM2)M(rootD2).Case 2: g1L1 \ g2L2 6= g1K1 \ g2K2. Assume that p1 6= p2 or g1 6= g2, asotherwise D1 and D2 are isomorphic and trivially possess a common reduct. LetS = g1L1 [ g2L2. By the Restriction Lemma 6.1 there are direct derivationsU1 (p1;g01 S )p2;g02 U2 such that for i = 1; 2, g0i is restriction of gi, Ui � Mi, andtrackS)Ui is restriction of trackC)Mi. Clearly these two derivations constitute acritical pair. As critical pairs are joinable by assumption, there are derivationsU1 )�E[F X1 and U2 )�E[F X2 such that there is an isomorphism iso:X�1 ! X�2with iso � tr1 = tr2, where X�i � Xi is induced byfx j trackS)Ui)�Xi(v) �Xi x for some v 2 VSgand tri is the restriction of trackS)Ui)�Xi to VX�i , for i = 1; 2. Since S is includedin C, the Extension Lemma 6.2 shows that S )E Ui )�E[F Xi extends to a80



derivation C )E M 0i )�E[F Ni such that the diagramV Xi[1]J Niincl �� ctri // hi��ci //is a pushout, where V is VS considered as a jungle, J � C has node set VC andedge set EC �ES, incl is the inclusion of V in J , ctri is trackS)Ui)�Xi consideredas a jungle morphism, and ciV = trackC)�Ni , for i = 1; 2. Moreover, by the proofof the Extension Lemma 6.1, C derives M 0i through pi and gi, so M 0i �=Mi andM 0i=trackC)M 0i(rootC) �= Di (i = 1; 2): (7.4)Now decompose square [1] as shown below,V X�i Xi[2] [3]J N 0i Niincl �� tri // //h0i �� hi��c0i // //where tri is considered as a jungle morphism, X�i ! Xi is inclusion, N 0i is thesubjungle of Ni with node and edge sets Ni�(hiXi�hiX�i ), N 0i ! Ni is inclusion,and h0i; c0i are restrictions of hi respectively ci, for i = 1; 2. By Lemma 3.5, N 0iis well-de�ned and square [3] is a pushout, provided that hi satis�es the gluingcondition. Injectivity of hi holds by Lemma 3.6(4), since [1] is a pushout. To seethat the contact condition is satis�ed, observe that hiXi�hiX�i = hi(Xi�X�i ) �hi(Xi�ctriV ) because the nodes in ctriV belong to X�i ; but hi(Xi�ctriV )\ciJ = ;by Lemma 3.6(3) and hence no edge in Ni � hiXi � ciJ is incident to any nodein hiXi � hiX�i .Also, (hiXi � hiX�i ) \ ciJ = ; implies that c0i is well-de�ned. Since [3]and the outer rectangle [2] [ [3] = [1] are pushouts, square [2] is a pushout byLemma 3.7(3). Now consider the diagramV X�1 X�2[20] [4]J N 01 Nincl �� tr1 // iso //h01 �� ��c01 // iso1 //81



in which [20] is [2] instantiated with i = 1, and [4] is the pushout of h01 and iso.By assumption, iso � tr1 = tr2. The commutativity of [200], being [2] instantiatedwith i = 2, implies c02 � incl = h02 � tr2 = h02 � iso � tr1. Hence, because the outerrectangle [20] [ [4] is a pushout, there is a jungle morphism iso2:N ! N 02 suchthat iso2 � iso1 � c01 = c02: (7.5)Moreover, as both [20] [ [4] and [200] are pushouts of incl and tr2, iso2 is anisomorphism by Lemma 3.6(2). Also, by Lemma 3.6(4), iso1 is an isomorphismbecause it lies opposite to iso in pushout [4]. So iso0 = iso2�iso1 is an isomorphismfromN 01 to N 02. Thus, letting vi = trackC)�M 0i)�Ni(rootC) for i = 1; 2, one obtainsthe following:N1=v1 = N 01=v1 construction of N 01�= iso0(N 01=v1)= N 02=iso0V (v1) Lemma 6.4= N 02=iso0V (c1V (rootC)) Extension Lemma= N 02=iso0V (c01V (rootC)) construction of c01= N 02=c02V (rootC) (7:5)= N 02=c2V (rootC) construction of c02= N 02=v2 Extension Lemma= N2=v2 construction of N 02Also, the Translation Lemma 6.8 yields M 0i=trackC)M 0i(rootC) V�R Ni=vi sinceC )E[F M 0i )�E[F Ni (i = 1; 2). SoM 01=trackC)M 01(rootC)V�R N1=v1 �= N2=v2 W�R M 02=trackC)M 02(rootC)and hence, by (7.4), D1 V�R N1=v1 W�R D2. Thus VR is locally conuent. �It is open whether the converse of the Critical Pair Lemma also holds, thatis, whether local conuence of VR implies that all critical pairs are joinable.The problem is to show that there are always joining derivations such that theassociated track functions are compatible in the way required in De�nition 7.9.Nevertheless, the Critical Pair Lemma allows to characterize conuence inthe presence of termination, analogously to the well-known result of Knuth andBendix [KB70] for term rewriting. For proving the characterization, derivationsover variable-collapsed jungles are restricted to jungles without variables.Lemma 7.12 (removal of variables) Let G )p;g H be an evaluation or fold-ing step between variable-collapsed jungles. Then there is a direct derivationG)p;g0 H such that g0 is restriction of g and trackG)H = trackG)H .82



Proof The image of the left-hand side of p in G contains no variable-edges sincesuch edges do not appear in evaluation rules and are not foldable in variable-collapsed jungles. Hence, by the Restriction Lemma 6.1, there is a direct deriva-tion G)p;g0 W withW � H and such that trackG)W is restriction of trackG)H .The proof of the Restriction Lemma yieldsW = H. Then trackG)H = trackG)Hsince VG = VG and VH = VH . �Theorem 7.13 Suppose that VR is terminating. Then VR is conuent if andonly if all critical pairs over E are joinable.Proof If all critical pairs are joinable, thenVR is locally conuent by the CriticalPair Lemma and hence conuent by Newman's Lemma (see page 10).To show the converse, assume that VR is conuent and consider any criticalpair U1 (p1;g1 S )p2;g2 U2. In the rest of the proof it is shown that this criticalpair is joinable.Extend S to a variable-collapsed jungle bS with bS = S, by appending edgeslabelled with variables to the open nodes of S such that no variable occurstwice. Then, by the proof of the Extension Lemma 6.2, there are evaluationsteps bU1 (p1;bg1 bS )p2;bg2 bU2 such that, for i = 1; 2, bgi is the extension of gi to bS,and bU i = Ui.By Theorem 6.17, )E[F is terminating since VR is. So there is a derivationbUi )�E[F cXi such that cXi is a normal form, for i = 1; 2. Let cX�i be the subjungleof cXi induced byfv j trackbS)bUi)� bXi(v) � bXi v for some v 2 VSg;for i = 1; 2. Since !R is conuent by Theorem 6.19, one obtains TERM bX�1 =TERM bX�2 similarly as in the proof of Theorem 5.32. Hence, by Theorem 4.13,there is an isomorphism diso: cX�1 ! cX�2 . Now consider any node v in bS, and letvi = trackbS)bUi)� bXi(v) for i = 1; 2. By Corollaries 5.18 and 5.23, term bX1(v1) andterm bX2(v2) are normal forms of termbS(v). Then term bX1(v1) = term bX2(v2) byconuence of !R, and henceterm bX�2 (disoV (trackbS)bU1)� bX1(v))) = term bX�2 (disoV (v1))= term bX�1 (v1) Lemma 4.6= term bX1(v1)= term bX2(v2)= term bX�2 (v2)= term bX�2 (trackbS)bU2)� bX2(v)):It follows disoV (trackbS)bU1)� bX1(v)) = trackbS)bU2)� bX2(v) as cX�2 is fully collapsed.Thus diso � tr1 = tr2; (7.6)83



where tri is the restriction of trackbS)bUi)� bXi to V bX�i (i = 1; 2).Restricting the derivation bS )pi;bgi bUi )�E[F cXi according to Lemma 7.122yields a derivation S )pi;gi Ui )�E[F Xi such that Xi = cX i and trackS)Ui)�Xi =trackbS)bUi)� bXi , for i = 1; 2. Let X�i = cX�i for i = 1; 2. Since diso is a bijectionon the variable-edges of cX�1 and cX�2 , there is a restriction iso:X�1 ! X�2 which isagain an isomorphism. With disoV = isoV and (7.6) follows isoV � tr1 = tr2. Sothe critical pair U1 (p1;g1 S )p2;g2 U2 is joinable, concluding the proof. �Theorem 7.13 is particularly useful to prove conuence of VR in cases where!R is non-terminating. For instance, VR is terminating for the second non-terminating term rewriting system in Example 5.26. As there is only one criticalpair over E which is easily shown to be joinable,VR is conuent by Theorem 7.13.In contrast, proving !R conuent (in order to apply Corollary 6.22) requiresa proof by induction on the term structure. This is because the Critical PairLemma for term rewriting (see [Hue80]) cannot guarantee conuence when !Ris non-terminating.From the proof of Theorem 7.13 a test can be derived which|in the presenceof termination|decides whether VR is conuent or not.Theorem 7.14 The procedure in Figure 7.4 solves the following problem:Instance: A term rewriting system R with �nitely many rules suchthat VR is terminating.Question: Is VR conuent?Proof Since R has a �nite rule set, E is �nite, too. Then the set of critical pairsover E is also �nite and can be e�ectively constructed.The procedure in Figure 7.4 terminates since, by Theorem 6.17, )E[F isterminating. For showing correctness, assume �rst that the output is \VR isnot conuent." Then there are derivations cX1 (�E[F bS )�E[F cX2 such thatcX1 and cX2 are normal forms. Moreover, there is a node v in bS such thatterm bX1(trackbS)� bX1(v)) 6= term bX2(trackbS)� bX2(v)). Corollaries 5.18 and 5.23 en-sure that both terms are normal forms of termbS(v), so !R is not conuent and,by Theorem 6.19, neither is VR.Assume now that the procedure asserts conuence of VR. By Theorem 7.13it su�ces to show that all critical pairs over E are joinable. Consider any criticalpair U1 ( S ) U2 and its extension bU1 ( bS ) bU2. The procedure constructsderivations bU1 )�E[F cX1 and bU2 )�E[F cX2 such that cX1 and cX2 are normal forms.In the proof of Theorem 7.13 it is shown that there is an isomorphism cX�1 ! cX�2 ,2Note that the jungles occuring in this derivation are variable-collapsed since evaluation andfolding steps do not create variables. 84



where cX�1 and cX�2 are certain subjungles of cX1 and cX2. In the same proof it isshown that this morphism has a restriction X�1 ! X�2 that makes the critical pairU1 ( S ) U2 joinable in the sense of De�nition 7.9. �input: a term rewriting system R with �nitely many rules suchthat VR is terminatingbeginfor each critical pair U1 ( S ) U2 doextend S to a variable-collapsed jungle bS by appendingvariable-edges to open nodes;construct extended direct derivations bU1 ( bS ) bU2 accordingto the Extension Lemma 6.2;apply evaluation and folding rules as long as possible to bU1and bU2, obtaining derivations bU1 )�E[F cX1 and bU2 )�E[F cX2such that cX1 and cX2 are normal forms;V := VbS;repeatchoose some node v in V ;if term bX1(trackbS)bU1)� bX1(v)) = term bX2(trackbS)bU2)� bX2(v))then V := V � fvg else return(\VR is not conuent")until V = ;endfor;write(\VR is conuent")end Figure 7.4: Decision procedure for conuence
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Chapter 8ModularitySpeci�cation and programming languages based on equations usually providestructuring mechanisms to build speci�cations or programs from smaller pieces(see, for example, the catalogue of implementations in [HKK91] and the refer-ences given there). Thus, when speci�cation and program execution consists interm evaluation or when theorem provers are based on rewriting techniques, thequestion arises whether properties like termination and conuence are modularin the sense that they are preserved by combinations of sets of rewrite rules.Research in this direction starts with Toyama [Toy87b] who considers thedisjoint union R0 + R1 of two term rewriting systems, which is the union ofrenamed copies of R0 and R1 that have no common function symbols. He provesthat R0+R1 is conuent if and only if R0 and R1 are so. But the complexity ofthe proof indicates that such results are far from obvious. Indeed, Toyama pointsout that the corresponding statement for termination does not hold [Toy87a]. Hegives the following counterexample: The systemsR0 n f(0; 1; x) ! f(x; x; x)R1 ( g(x; y) ! xg(x; y) ! yare both terminating while R0 + R1 admits the cyclic rewrite sequence shownbelow. f(0; g(0; 1); g(0; 1))f(g(0; 1); g(0; 1); g(0; 1)) f(0; 1; g(0; 1))R0+R1��R0+R1iiiiiiiiiiiiiii44
R0+R1jjUUUUUUUUUUUUUUU86



The undesirable phenomenon revealed by this example stimulated several re-searchers to look for su�cient conditions on term rewriting systems that guaran-tee the modularity of termination. For the disjoint union of systems, such con-ditions are given by Rusinowitch [Rus87], Drosten [Dro89], Middeldorp [Mid89],Toyama, Klop, and Barendregt [TKB89], and Gramlich [Gra92]. Combinationsof systems with common function symbols are considered by Bachmair and Der-showitz [BD86, Der81], Geser [Ges90], and Kurihara and Ohuchi [KO92]. Kuri-hara and Kaji [KK90] establish the termination of a particular rewrite strategyon combined systems. For a comprehensive survey of modularity results for termrewriting systems, the reader may consult Middeldorp's thesis [Mid90].In the �rst section of this chapter it is shown that, in contrast to term rewrit-ing, termination of collapsed tree rewriting does behave modular under the dis-joint union of systems. In fact, disjointness can be relaxed to so-called \crosswisedisjointness" which allows that certain function symbols are shared between theleft-hand respectively right-hand sides of the given rule sets. For instance, con-sider again Toyama's counterexample shown above. Starting with the tree repre-sentation of f(g(0; 1); g(0; 1); g(0; 1)), collapsed tree rewriting proceeds as follows1:fg g g0 1 0 1 0 1{{{{{ CCCCC���� ++++ ���� ++++ ���� ++++ VR0+R1 f0 g g0 1 0 1���� CCCCC���� ++++ ���� ++++ VR0+R1 f0 1 g0 1���� ++++���� ++++#R0+R1f0�� � WR0+R1 fg0 1
�� ����� ++++#R0+R1f1�� �The crucial point for the termination of these rewrite sequences is the evaluationstep based on the rule f(0; 1; x) ! f(x; x; x). While term rewriting produces two1For space reasons a simpli�ed representation of collapsed trees is used which should beself-explanatory. 87



copies of the subterm g(0; 1), collapsed tree rewriting yields a shared representa-tion of this subterm. As a result, there are no multiple representations of g(0; 1)which could be evaluated di�erently and hence there is no chance to apply theevaluation rule for f(0; 1; x)! f(x; x; x) again.In Section 8.2 convergence is shown to be modular for collapsed tree rewritingif, in addition to crosswise disjointness, the left-hand sides of the given rule setsdo not mutually overlap. Again, this result does not hold for term rewriting, evenif the two systems are disjoint (see Example 8.14).8.1 Modularity of TerminationThe modularity results for termination and convergence of collapsed tree rewritingallow for combinations of term rewriting systems with common sorts and functionsymbols. Such combinations are formed as componentwise unions of signaturesand rule sets.De�nition 8.1 The union of two term rewriting systems R0 = h�0; P0i andR1 = h�1; P1i is the system R0 [ R1 = h�; P0 [ P1iwhere �V ;�E;�X are the unions of the corresponding sets from �0 and �1, andType� is de�ned on �iE like Type�i, for i = 0; 1.Note that the combined signature � is well-de�ned only if Type�0(f) = Type�1(f)for each function symbol f in �0E \ �1E, which is assumed throughout.In general, the union of sets of rewrite rules preserves neither termination ofterm rewriting nor of collapsed tree rewriting. The simplest counterexample isgiven by the one-rule systems fa ! bg and fb ! ag. The sharing of functionsymbols by left- and right-hand sides characteristic for this example suggests thefollowing de�nition.De�nition 8.2 (crosswise disjointness) Two term rewriting systems R0 andR1 are crosswise disjoint if the function symbols in the left-hand sides of therules in Ri do not occur in the right-hand sides of the rules in R1�i, for i = 0; 1.For example, the following systems are crosswise disjoint:R0 ( f(x) ! g(x; x)a ! bR1 ( f(f(x)) ! g(x; b)h(a; x) ! h(b; x)It turns out that the union of crosswise disjoint term rewriting systems pre-serves termination of collapsed tree rewriting without further restrictions.88



Theorem 8.3 (modularity of termination) Let R0 [R1 be the union of twocrosswise disjoint term rewriting systems. Then VR0[R1 is terminating if andonly if VR0 and VR1 are.The rest of this section is devoted to the proof of this result. In the followinglet R0 = h�0; P0i and R1 = h�1; P1i be two arbitrary crosswise disjoint termrewriting systems. At �rst some notations are introduced. Let� � be the signature of R0 [R1,� �	i be the subsignature of �i that is obtained by removing all functionsymbols that do not occur in any rule of Ri, for i = 0; 1,� Li be the set of all function symbols occurring in the left-hand sides of rulesin Ri, for i = 0; 1,� Ei and Fi be the sets of evaluation and folding rules for Ri (i = 0; 1), andE = E0 [ E1, F = F0 [F1 (so E and F consist of the evaluation and foldingrules for R0 [ R1).For every �-jungle G let� Gi be the subjungle consisting of all nodes and edges with label in �	i ,� Left(Gi) be the subjungle of Gi consisting of all edges with label in Li andall source and target nodes of these edges,� G# be the number of edges with label in L0 \ L1.To prove Theorem 8.3, a deformation of jungles is considered in which anopen node is fused with some other node (which may be also open) such thatthe resulting hypergraph is again a jungle. De�ne a relation  on �-jungles asfollows:G  H if H is isomorphic to a jungle obtained from G by identi-fying an open node with some other node having the same label.For instance, the following picture shows an  -step:f gha
���� ����� �� ������� ////�� � �� ����������� ����� �� �������� �� �  f gha
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A nice property of  is that every relation of evaluation and folding steps canbe enriched by  -steps without loosing termination. In particular, the followingproperty is exploited below.Lemma 8.4 If )Ei[Fi is terminating on closed �i-jungles, then )Ei[Fi [  isterminating on arbitrary �i-jungles, for i = 0; 1.Proof The relation )Ei[Fi is terminating on arbitrary �i-jungles since, by theExtension Lemma 6.2, all non-closed jungles in a rewrite sequence can be turnedinto closed jungles by appending variable-labelled edges to open nodes. Moreover,every -step decreases the number of open nodes in a jungle by one while)Ei[Fi-steps preserve this number. So every sequence of steps over)Ei[Fi [ containsonly �nitely many -steps, and hence)Ei[Fi [ is terminating because)Ei[Fiis. �The next two lemmas reveal the basic idea for the proof of Theorem 8.3:In every sequence of )E[F -steps the number G# remains constant after �nitelymany steps, and from this point on)Ei- and )F -steps a�ect G1�i|if at all|ina harmless way.Lemma 8.5 For arbitrary �-jungles G and H,G)E[F H implies G# � H#.Proof Let p = (L K ! R) be the rule applied in the step G)E[F H. ThenH# = (G# � L#) + R#. So it su�ces to show L# � R#. This holds obviouslyfor folding rules while if p is an evaluation rule, then L# � K# = R# since nosymbol in L0 \ L1 occurs in any right-hand side of a rule in R0 [R1. �Lemma 8.6 Let G )Ei[F H ( i 2 f0; 1g) be a direct derivation on �-junglessuch that G# = H#. Then for each subjungle U of G1�i there is a subjungle Uof H1�i such that U �= U or U  U or U )F1�i U .Proof Case 1: G )Ei H. Let e be the edge in Left(Gi) that is removed in theevaluation step. Crosswise disjointness prevents that any edges with label in L1�iare created. So e is not in Left(G1�i), as otherwise mG(e) 2 L0 \ L1 leads to thecontradiction G# > H#. Then e is neither in the rest of G1�i since its label doesnot occur in any right-hand side of a rule in R1�i. Therefore the evaluation stepcan a�ect the subjungle U at most by the identi�cation of two nodes. That is,there is a subjungle U of H1�i that is either isomorphic to U or is obtained byidentifying two nodes v1; v2 in U . In the latter case either v1 or v2 is the sourcenode of e. But this node is an open node in U because e is not in U . HenceU  U . 90



Case 2: G )F H. By Lemma 4.16 there is a surjective jungle morphismf :G ! H with fV = trackG)H . Let e1 and e2 be the two edges in G such thate1 6= e2 and fE(e1) = fE(e2).Case 2.1: fe1; e2g � EU . Then the applied folding rule is in F1�i and theRestriction Lemma 6.1 shows that U )F1�i fU .Case 2.2: fe1; e2g 6� EU . Let v1 and v2 be the source nodes of e1 and e2.Case 2.2.1: fv1; v2g � VU . Then at least one of the two nodes is an open nodein U and hence U  fU .Case 2.2.1: fv1; v2g 6� VU . Then f is injective on U so that U �= fU . �The next lemma provides the last piece for the proof of Theorem 8.3 in thatit allows to restrict evaluation steps to particular subjungles.Lemma 8.7 Let G)Ei H be an evaluation step on �-jungles and U be a subjun-gle of G such that Left(Gi) � U � Gi. Then there is a direct derivation U )Ei Wsuch that Left(H i) � W � H i.Proof The image of the left-hand side of the applied evaluation rule lies in Usince Left(Gi) � U . So the Restriction Lemma 6.1 yields a direct derivationU )Ei W with W � H. Clearly W � H i holds as U lies in Gi, and by the proofof the Restriction Lemma it is easy to check that Left(H i) � W . �Proof of Theorem 8.3 Obviously VR0 and VR1 are terminating wheneverVR0[R1 is. Conversely, assume that VR0 and VR1 are terminating. Then, byTheorem 6.17, )Ei[Fi is terminating on closed �i-jungles, for i = 0; 1. By thesame theorem, it su�ces to show that)E[F is terminating on �-jungles. Supposethat there is an in�nite sequenceG1 )E[F G2 )E[F G3 )E[F : : :Since )F is terminating, this sequence contains in�nitely many )Ei-steps forsome i 2 f0; 1g. Moreover, by Lemma 8.5, the number G#n remains constantafter �nitely many steps. So there is an sequenceH1 )�E1�i[F H2 )Ei H3 )�E1�i[F H4 )Ei : : : (8.1)such that H#n = H#n+1 for all n � 1. Consider any step H )E1�i[F H in (8.1)and any subjungle U of H i such that Left(H i) � U � H i. Then, by Lemma 8.6,there is a subjungle U of H i such that U �= U or U  U or U )Fi U . Also,Left(H i) � U holds because the step H )E1�i[F H does not create edges withlabel in Li. Combined with Lemma 8.7, this shows that (8.1) gives rise to asequence H i1 = U1 ( [ )Fi)� U2 )Ei U3 ( [ )Fi)� U4 )Ei : : :But this contradicts the termination of )Ei[Fi [  established in Lemma 8.4,since U1, U2, U3, : : : are �i-jungles. �91



8.2 Modularity of ConvergenceUnlike termination, conuence of collapsed tree rewriting is not modular underthe disjoint union of systems. In fact, conuence may break down already by sig-nature extensions: VR is (strongly) conuent for the one-rule system fa! f(a)gas long as there are only constants and unary function symbols, but an additionalbinary function symbol causes non-conuence (see Example 5.28). Nevertheless,conuence together with termination turns out to be modular under system com-binations that satisfy two conditions. The �rst condition is crosswise disjointness,guaranteeing the preservation of termination, and the second condition rules outthat left-hand sides from di�erent systems overlap.De�nition 8.8 (overlap, non-interference)(1) A term l overlaps a term l0 if there is a non-variable subterm u of l0 suchthat �(l) = �0(u) for some substitutions � and �0.(2) Two term rewriting systems R0 and R1 are non-interfering if no left-handside of a rule in R0 overlaps the left-hand side of a rule in R1 and viceversa.For example, the term f(a; x) overlaps the term g(f(x; h(y))) by substitutions �and �0 with �(x) = h(y) and �0(x) = a, �0(y) = y. Note that for two non-interfering systems R0 and R1, left-hand sides of rules within R0 and R1 mayoverlap.Given two evaluation rules p0 and p1 over R0 respectively R1, non-interferenceprevents that p0 and p1 create a critical pair. This is a consequence of the followinglemma.Lemma 8.9 Let R0 and R1 be term rewriting systems with associated sets ofevaluation rules E0 and E1, and let pi = (Li  K i ! Ri) 2 Ei, for i = 0; 1. IfR0 and R1 are non-interfering, then each two jungle morphisms g0:L0 ! G andg1:L1 ! G into a closed jungle G satisfy g0L0 \ g1L1 = g0K0 \ g1K1.Proof Let li ! ri be the rewrite rule underlying pi, and �i be the substitutioninduced by gi, for i = 0; 1. Suppose that g0L0 \ g1L1 6= g0K0 \ g1K1. Then,by the construction of evaluation rules, g0E(e0) is in g1L1 or g1E(e1) is in g0L0,where ei is the unique edge in ELi � EKi (i = 0; 1). Without loss of generalityassume the former. Let e01 be an edge in L1 such that g1E(e01) = g0E(e0). One
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obtains �0(l0) = �0(termL0(rootL0))= termG(g0V (rootL0)) Lemma 4.10= termG(g0V (sL0(e0)))= termG(sG(g0E(e0)))= termG(sG(g1E(e01)))= termG(g1V (sL1(e01)))= �1(termL1(sL1(e01))): Lemma 4.10But this contradicts the assumed non-interference since rootL1 >L1 sL1(e01) impliesthat termL1(sL1(e01)) is a (non-variable) subterm of termL1(rootL1) = l1. �Theorem 3.8 allows to show that the union of non-interfering term rewrit-ing systems over the same signature preserves local conuence of collapsed treerewriting.Theorem 8.10 (modularity of local conuence) Let R0 [ R1 be the unionof two non-interfering term rewriting systems with the same signature. If VR0and VR1 are locally conuent, then so is VR0[R1 .Proof Let Ei be the set of evaluation rules for Ri (i = 0; 1). By Theorem 7.5it su�ces to show that for divergent evaluation steps D0 WE0[E1 C VE0[E1 D1there is always a collapsed tree X such that D0 V�R0[R1 X W�R0[R1 D1. IfD0 WEi C VEi D1, then such an X exists since V�Ri is locally conuent andV�Ri � V�R0[R1 (i = 0; 1). Therefore the case D0 Wp0;g0 C Vp1;g1 D1 withp0 2 E0 and p1 2 E1 remains to be considered. Let Mi be a jungle such thatC )pi;gi Mi and Mi=trackC)Mi(rootC) = Di, where pi = (Li  Ki ! Ri), fori = 0; 1. By Lemma 8.9, non-interference implies g0L0 \ g1L1 = g0K0 \ g1K1.Hence, by Theorem 3.8, there is a jungle N such that M0 )p1 N (p0 M1 andtrackC)M0)N = trackC)M1)N . Let vi = trackC)Mi(rootC) for i = 0; 1, sotrackM0)N(v0) = trackM1)N(v1). With the Translation Lemma 6.8 followsD0 =M0=v0 V�R0[R1 N=trackM0)N(v0)W�R0[R1 M1=v1 = D1: �It is open whether Theorem 8.10 still holds when the given term rewriting systemshave di�erent signatures. By inspecting the proof, this would be the case ifsignature extensions preserve local conuence. This, however, is not clear sinceat least conuence may be destroyed.Nevertheless, the following lemma establishes the preservation of convergenceunder signature extensions. The proof exploits the fact that signature extensionsdo not a�ect conuence of term rewriting.93



Lemma 8.11 Let R0 [R1 be the union of two term rewriting systems such thatthe rule set of R1 is empty. If VR0 is convergent, then so is VR0[R1 .Proof Theorem 8.3 shows that VR0[R1 is terminating since VR0 and VR1 arecrosswise disjoint and terminating (VR1 consists only of folding steps). Moreover,!R0 is conuent by Theorem 6.19. Then !R0[R1 is also conuent, accordingto Proposition 3.1.2 in [Mid90]2 (which is a special case of Toyama's Theorem[Toy87b]). With Corollary 6.22 follows the conuence of VR0[R1 . �Now the main result of this section can be established.Theorem 8.12 (modularity of convergence) Let R0 [ R1 be the union oftwo crosswise disjoint and non-interfering term rewriting systems. If VR0 andVR1 are convergent, then so is VR0[R1 .Proof By Theorem 8.3, VR0[R1 is terminating. Hence, by Newman's Lemma(see page 10), it su�ces to show that VR0[R1 is locally conuent. Let, fori = 0; 1, Ri = h�i; Pii and consider R0i = h�; Pii with � being the signature ofR0 [ R1. Then R0i = Ri [ h�; ;i and hence, by Lemma 8.11, VR0i is convergent(i = 0; 1). Since R00 and R01 are non-interfering and have the same signature,VR00[R01 is locally conuent by Theorem 8.10. This is the desired result becauseR0 [R1 = R00 [ R01. �As an immediate consequence of Theorem 8.12, the combination of termrewriting systems with disjoint function symbols preserves convergence of col-lapsed tree rewriting.Corollary 8.13 Let R0 [R1 be the union of two term rewriting systems havingsignatures with disjoint sets of function symbols. IfVR0 andVR1 are convergent,then so is VR0[R1 .Proof Disjointness of function symbols clearly implies crosswise disjointness andnon-interference, so the proposition follows from Theorem 8.12. �Unlike collapsed tree rewriting, term rewriting does not behave modular forconvergent systems with disjoint function symbols. That is, Corollary 8.13|letalone Theorem 8.12|does not hold when VR0 , VR1 , and VR0[R1 are replacedby the corresponding relations for term rewriting. This is demonstrated by thefollowing counterexample.32The proof is for unsorted term rewriting systems but holds also in the many-sorted case.3Further counterexamples are given by Barendregt and Klop (see [Toy87a]) and Ganzingerand Giegerich [GG87]. 94



Example 8.14 Drosten [Dro89] gives the following two term rewriting systemswith disjoint function symbols (presented here in the slightly simpli�ed form of[Mid90]): R08>>><>>>: f(0; 1; x) ! f(x; x; x)f(x; y; z) ! 20 ! 21 ! 2R1 ( g(x; y; y) ! xg(x; x; y) ! yBoth systems can be shown to be convergent, but the union R0 [ R1 is non-terminating because of the following cyclic rewrite sequence:f(g(0; 1; 1); g(0; 1; 1); g(0; 1; 1)) f(0; g(0; 1; 1); g(0; 1; 1))f(0; g(2; 1; 1); g(0; 1; 1))f(0; 1; g(0; 1; 1)) f(0; g(2; 2; 1); g(0; 1; 1))
R0[R1 // R0[R1�� R0[R1��R0[R1OO

R0[R1ooIn contrast, Corollary 8.13 shows thatVR0[R1 is convergent sinceVR0 andVR1are convergent by Corollary 6.23. As a consequence, rewriting the collapsed treeMf(g(0; 1; 1); g(0; 1; 1); g(0; 1; 1)) as long as possible yields the normal form M2,independently of the chosen order of rewrite steps.In Theorem 8.12, none of the two requirements imposed on R0 and R1 can bedropped if convergence of VR0[R1 shall be ensured. Without crosswise disjoint-ness, the union of the systems fa! bg and fb! ag witnesses that terminationmay get lost. Omission of non-interference, on the other hand, may cause non-conuence as can be seen from the union of fa ! bg and fa ! cg. Moreover,non-interference without crosswise disjointness does not even guarantee conu-ence. This is shown by the following example, in which the non-terminatingsystem fa! f(a)g is \re�ned" to a union of two convergent systems.Example 8.15 Consider the non-interfering systemsR0: a ! f(b)R1: b ! awith a common signature that contains a binary function symbol g. Both VR0andVR1 are convergent since!R0 and!R1 are so. But Figure 8.1 demonstratesthat VR0[R1 is non-conuent: the two collapsed trees in the lower row have nocommon reduct. 95
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Chapter 9Conclusion
9.1 SummaryA hypergraph rewriting approach to the evaluation of functional expressions hasbeen presented, dealing with function de�nitions in form of directed equations.The outcome is a theory with results about soundness, completeness, termination,conuence, etc., which in particular clarify the relation to the conventional termrewriting approach to expression evaluation.The proposed approach rests on the \Berlin school" of graph rewriting, using ageneralization to the hypergraph case in order to enable a natural representationof expressions. Since rewrite steps in the Berlin approach have only local e�ects,they cannot include overall garbage collection which is implicit in term rewritesteps.1 To dispense with garbage collection, however, is unrealistic in view ofpractical needs and also leads to a cumbersome treatment of completeness andconuence. As a consequence, the Berlin approach is extended by incorporatinggarbage collection in evaluation steps. The extension is well-behaved in the sensethat results for hypergraph rewriting and jungle evaluation can be applied tocollapsed tree rewriting via the Translaton Lemma 6.8. This lemma provides asmooth transfer of derivations since every rewrite step on a jungle|consideredas a collapsed tree augmented with garbage|is localized either to the garbage orto the non-garbage part.Expressions represented by collapsed trees are evaluated by applying two kindof hypergraph rules, viz. evaluation and folding rules. The former are translatedversions of term rewrite rules (i.e. directed equations) while the latter enhancethe degree of sharing in collapsed trees without a�ecting the represented expres-sions. There is no restriction on the order in which evaluation and folding rules1Ehrig, Rosen, and Padawitz [ER80a, Pad82] perform garbage collection by iterated appli-cations of certain removing graph rules which have jungle counterparts in form of the inversesof the \jungle generating rules" in [HKP91]. Such rules together with an appropriate controlstrategy can be seen as an implementation of the garbage collection introduced in Chapter 6.97



are applied, allowing implementations to choose from a wide spectrum of con-trol strategies. The enrichment of the evaluation process by folding steps is adistinctive feature of the present approach, having several advantages:� Non-left-linear term rewrite rules (i.e. rules with repeated variables in theirleft-hand sides) do not cause problems as in other graph rewriting ap-proaches to expression evaluation (an exception is [CR93a]).� Folding can speed up the evaluation process considerably in certain cases.For example, the usual speci�cation of the Fibonacci function by threerewrite rules requires exponential time and space when normal forms arecomputed by term rewriting. But in [HP91] it is shown that jungle eval-uation performs the same task in linear time and space if an appropriatecontrol strategy for evaluation and folding steps is chosen.� Perhaps the most important consequence of incorporating folding is theachievement of completeness with respect to equational validity. The Com-pleteness Theorem 6.13 reveals that collapsed tree rewriting is a completemechanism for proving equations, in the same sense as term rewriting is.Other approaches that dispense with folding, such as [BvEG+87, CR93a],lack completeness even for left-linear systems (see Example 6.14).Beside the Completeness Theorem 6.13, the Soundness Theorem 5.14 is a cen-tral result of this thesis which shows that evaluation steps on jungles correspondto a certain kind of parallel term rewrite steps. The degree of parallelism dependson the degree of sharing in the rewritten jungles.Despite the equivalence of collapsed tree rewriting and term rewriting withrespect to equational soundness and completeness, the two models di�er in theiroperational behaviour. Collapsed tree rewriting is shown to terminate for moresystems than term rewriting does, while the opposite relation holds for conu-ence. Convergence (i.e. termination and conuence together) is again enjoyed bymore systems under collapsed tree rewriting than under term rewriting. As a con-sequence, the decision procedure for equational validity that rewrites collapsedtrees to normal forms and checks equality of the resulting terms (see Figure 6.4on page 65) is applicable to more systems than the corresponding procedure byterm rewriting.To prove that collapsed tree rewriting is terminating for a given system, thecomprehensive stock of techniques developed for term rewriting can be used (seeDershowitz's survey [Der87]). For proving local conuence of collapsed treerewriting, the Critical Pair Lemma 7.11 provides a su�cient condition whichroughly says that all pairs of divergent evaluation steps resulting from overlap-ping left-hands sides of rules must be conuent in a speci�c way. Due to theCritical Pair Lemma, a procedure is available that determines whether terminat-ing collapsed tree rewriting is conuent or not (see Figure 7.4 on page 85).98



A particularly interesting advantage of collapsed tree rewriting over termrewriting concerns the termination and convergence of combined systems. Themodularity results in Chapter 8 show that both properties are preserved underthe disjoint union of systems, while term rewriting may become non-terminatingin both cases. In fact, the disjointness requirement turns out to be unnecessarilystrong and the combined systems are allowed to have certain function symbols incommon.To summarize, expression evaluation by collapsed tree rewriting is sound andcomplete in the same sense as term rewriting is, but has advantages with respectto e�ciency, termination, and modularity.9.2 OutlookThe research reported in this thesis may be continued in several directions. Achallenge coming immediately into mind is the implementation of the proposedapproach. Promising �rst experiences have already been made with the perfor-mance of Kahrs's implementations of a functional programming language [Kah92]and of lambda calculus combined with term rewriting [Kah91], in which the ideaof combining evaluation and folding has been taken up. In these implementations,a fully collapsed representation of expressions is maintained by storing subgraphsthrough hashing.Various parallel modes of applying evaluation and folding rules can be con-sidered to speed up the evaluation of collapsed trees. In the Berlin approach tograph rewriting, concepts and results for parallelism and concurrency have beendeveloped (see for example [EK76, ER80b, KW87]). This knowledge should bepro�table for working out a theory of parallel evaluation.Another extension of collapsed tree rewriting which seems promising is theincorporation of uni�cation in order to solve equations by generating substitu-tions for variables. This aim can be pursued either along the lines of Corradini'sand Rossi's approach [CR93a] (see Section 1.4) or by including special hyper-graph rules that implement uni�cation steps. The combination of uni�cationand evaluation steps should allow to solve equations in the theory de�ned by theunderlying term rewriting system.By giving up the acyclicity requirement for jungles, certain in�nite termscan be �nitely represented and evaluated. Corradini [Cor93] recently developeda theory of in�nite parallel term rewriting to provide a semantic basis for therewriting of cyclic jungles. It will be interesting to consider the topics of thisthesis in such a setting.Finally, one may completely relinquish the jungle structure and consider gen-eral hypergraph rewriting as presented in Chapter 3. A �rst step to study conu-ence properties in this framework is done in [Plu93b], where a Critical Pair Lemma99



is established and conuence of terminating systems is shown to be undecidable.Future research has to �nd termination criteria for hypergraph rewriting and,in particular, has to prove that properties like conuence and termination aremeaningful in various applications.
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Appendix ABasic Mathematical Notions andNotationFunctions. The terms \function" and \mapping" are used synonymously.Given a function f :A! B and a subset U of A, f(U) is the set ff(u) j u 2 Ug;an alternative notation is fU . For b 2 B, the set fa 2 A j f(a) = bg is denoted byf�1(b). The composition g � f :A! C of two functions f :A! B and g:B ! Cis de�ned by g � f(a) = g(f(a)).Sets. N = f0; 1; 2; : : :g is the set of natural numbers. For a �nite set A, jAjis the number of elements in A. The power-set of a set A is denoted by P(A).Given two sets A and B, A�B is the set fa 2 A j a 62 Bg, while A+B denotesthe disjoint union of A and B. No speci�c construction of A + B is assumed,but the existence of two injective functions iA:A ! A + B and iB:B ! A + Bsuch that iAA[ iBB = A+B and iAA\ iBB = ;. Throughout (except here) theinjections are omitted in expressions to enhance readability.Strings. For a set A, A� is the set of all (�nite) strings over A, includingthe empty string �. jwj stands for the length of a string w; for i = 1; : : : ; jwj,wji is the ith element in w. Strings of length 1 are identi�ed with the elementthat they contain. For an element a in A, a 2 w means that a occurs in w. Theextension f �:A� ! B� of a function f :A ! B maps � to itself and a1 : : : an tof(a1) : : : f(an).
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Appendix BProofs for Section 3.2Proof of Lemma 3.2 Note �rst that f is well-de�ned, for if c(x1) = x = c(x2)for some x1; x2 2 A, then b(x1) � b(x2) and hence [b(x1)] = [b(x2)].The diagram commutes as for each x 2 A, g(b(x)) = [b(x)] = f(c(x)). Toshow the universal property, let D0 be any set and f 0:C ! D0, g0:B ! D0 befunctions such that g0 � b = f 0 � c. De�ne h:D! D0 byh(x) = ( f 0(x) if x 2 C � cA;g0(x) if x = [x] 2 B=�:Suppose that h is well-de�ned. Then for each x 2 B, h(g(x)) = h([x]) = g0(x),so h � g = g0. Also, for each x 2 C � cA, h(f(x)) = h(x) = f 0(x) and, foreach x 2 cA, h(f(x)) = h([b(x)]) = g0(b(x)) = f 0(c(x)) = f 0(x), where x 2 Awith c(x) = x. Hence h � f = f 0. To see that h is uniquely determined, leth0:D ! D0 be any function with h0 � f = f 0 and h0 � g = g0. Then for each[x] 2 B=�, h([x]) = g0(x) = h0(g(x)) = h0([x]), and for each x 2 C � cA,h(x) = h(f(x)) = f 0(x) = h0(f(x)) = h0(x). Thus h = h0.It remains to show that h is indeed well-de�ned. That is, if [x] = [y] forsome x; y 2 B, then g0(x) = g0(y) must hold. This is obvious for x = y; assumetherefore x 6= y. Then, by the de�nition of �, there are pairs ha1; a01i; : : : ; han; a0niof elements in A (n � 1) such that b(a1) = x, b(a0n) = y, c(ai) = c(a0i) fori = 1; : : : ; n, and b(a0i) = b(ai+1) for i = 1; : : : ; n� 1. With g0 � b = f 0 � c followsg0(x) = g0(b(a1)) = f 0(c(a1)) = f 0(c(a01)) = g0(b(a01))= g0(b(a2)) = : : : = g0(b(a0n)) = g0(y): �Proof of Lemma 3.4 Let ��V be the elementwise extension of �V on V �B. Therelation ��V is again an equivalence relation.Claim. For all e; e0 2 EB, e �E e0 implies sB(e) ��V sB(e0) and tB(e) ��V tB(e0).102



Proof. The proposition holds obviously if e = e0. Let therefore e 6= e0. Thenthere are e1; : : : ; en 2 EB, n � 2, such that e = e1 �E e2 �E : : : �E en = e0(with �E de�ned as in Construction 3.1). It su�ces to consider the case n = 2since the general case follows by transitivity of ��V . e1 6= e2 implies that thereare e1; e2 2 EA with bE(ei) = ei, for i = 1; 2, and cE(e1) = cE(e2). Then, by themorphism properties of b and c, b�V (sA(ei)) = sB(bE(ei) = sB(ei), for i = 1; 2,and c�V (sA(e1)) = sC(cE(e1) = sC(cE(e2)) = c�V (sA(e2)). Hence sB(e1) ��V sB(e2).The equivalence tB(e1) ��V tB(e2) is shown analogously. �This claim implies that sD and tD in Construction 3.3 are well-de�ned. Forif there are e; e0 2 EB with [e] = [e0], then e �E e0 and hence sB(e) ��V sB(e0).It follows g�V (sB(e)) = g�V (sB(e0)) by de�nition of gV . Analogously one getsg�V (tB(e)) = g�V (tB(e0)). Moreover, lD and mD are well-de�ned because equiv-alent items have the same label. So D is a hypergraph over �, provided thathl�D(sD(e)); l�D(tD(e))i 2 Type(mD(e)) for each e 2 ED. Consider some e = [e] 2EB=�E. Thenhl�D(sD([e])); l�D(tD([e]))i = hl�D(g�V (sB(e))); l�D(g�V (tB(e)))i= hl�D([sB(e)]�); l�D([tB(e)]�)i= hl�B(sB(e)); l�B(tB(e))i2 Type(mB(e))= Type(mD([e])):The case e 2 EC � cEEA is handled similarly.The next task is to show that f = hfV ; fEi and g = hgV ; gEi are hypergraphmorphisms. For e 2 EB, sD(gE(e)) = sD([e]) = g�V (sB(e)) follows immediatelyfrom the de�nition of sD. Also, for e 2 EC � cEEA, sD(fE(e)) = sD(e) =f �V (sC(e)). For e 2 cEEA,sD(fE(e)) = sD(fE(cE(e)))= sD(gE(bE(e)))= sD([bE(e)])= g�V (sB(bE(e)))= g�V (b�V (sA(e))) b is morphism= f �V (c�V (sA(e)))= f �V (sC(cE(e))) c is morphism= f �V (sC(e));where e 2 EA with cE(e) = e. tD � gE = g�V � tB and tD � fE = f �V � tC areshown analogously. Moreover, lD � gE = lB, lD � fE = lC , mD � gE = mB, andmD � fE = mC are shown by similar computations.The diagram in Figure 3.2 clearly commutes, as the corresponding diagramsfor node and edge sets are pushouts and hence commutative. So it remains to showthe universal property. Let D0 be a hypergraph and g0:B ! D0, f 0:C ! D0 be103



hypergraph morphisms such that g0 � b = f 0 � c. Then, by the universal propertiesof the pushouts for node and edge sets, there are unique functions hX :XD ! XD0such that hX � gX = g0X and hX � fX = f 0X , for X = V;E. The �nal task is toshow that hhV ; hEi is a hypergraph morphism, since uniqueness follows from theuniqueness of hV and hE. The equations constituting the morphism propertyare easily shown by equational reasoning in the style shown above, using casedistinctions between items in B=� and C � cA. �Proof of Lemma 3.5 D is well-de�ned since, by the contact condition, sG(e)and tG(e) are in V �D for each e 2 ED (note that edges in gK have their source andtarget nodes in gK � D). Also, d is well-de�ned because gK � D. By de�nition,the diagram in Lemma 3.5 is commutative. Let G0 together with h:D ! G0and g0:L ! G0 be the pushout of d and K ! L as de�ned in Construction 3.3.Then G0 has node and edge sets D=� + (L�K). By the universal property forpushouts, there is a unique hypergraph morphism i:G0 ! G such that i(h(x)) = xfor each x 2 D and i(g0(x)) = g(x) for each x 2 L. It su�ces to show that i is anisomorphism. i is surjective since G = gL[D = ig0L[ ihD. To show injectivity,let x1; x2 2 G0 with i(x1) = i(x2).Case 1. x1 2 L � K. Then g(x1) = i(g0(x1)) = i(x1) = i(x2). Suppose thatx2 2 D=�. Then x2 = h(x2) for some x2 2 D and g(x1) = i(x2) = i(h(x2)) =x2. With the identi�cation condition follows x2 2 gL � gK, contradicting thede�nition of D. Thus x2 2 L � K. Then g(x1) = i(x2) = i(g0(x2)) = g(x2) andhence x1 = x2 by the identi�cation condition.Case 2. x1 2 D=�. Then, analogously to case 1, x2 2 L � K leads toa contradiction. So there are x1; x2 2 D with h(xi) = xi for i = 1; 2. Thenx1 = i(h(x1)) = i(x1) = i(x2) = i(h(x2)) = x2 and consequently x1 = x2. �
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